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Meeting in Chile to Ask Re- His Sanity Inquired Into by
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a Lunacy Conv

DEMANDED

THEN OFF AND AWAY FOR MOBILE

UNIVEKSIAL SUFFRAGE

Ozark, Ala., Oct. 23. President
Roosevelt's special train, after the
night's run from St. Augustine, crossed the line from Georgia to Alabama
today and the presidential party will
be kept busy within the borders of
this state Until tonight. The train
will arrive at Mobile at 4:30 this
where It will remain two
rours, during which time the president will make a speech,

New York, Oct. 23. Preparations TO
break the threatened strike. Involving
55,0(iO
teamsters, were
New
York
made today by the establishment of
s
a
headquarters by
truck owners, who fear that their
drivers may go on a strike tonight.

HONORS THE NEGROES

IN EDUCATIONAL
EFFORT.
Tuskegee, Ala., Oct. 23. Not since
President McKinley's visit In Decent-ber1897, has Tuskegee been so thor
oughly aroused and excited as within
the past few days, which preceded
President Roosevelt's visit of today.
The enthusiasm which President Mc
Kinley's visit aroused was
cant compared with the wave of en
thusiasm which engulfed everything
In this district and culminated in one
of the most remarkable ovations ever
witnessed In the south.
President Roosevelt has always
taken the greatest Interest in the education of the negroes In this country
and it did not require much persuasion on the part of Booker T. Washington, the head of the Tuskegee Institute, upon his recent visit to Washington, to Induce the president to so
arrange his itinerary that it permitted him to spend the greater part of
the day In Tuskegee. In anticipation
of the president's visit, the most elaborate preparations were made at the
Institute. The original plan, of sending a large exhibit from the institute
to the state fair at Birmingham, was
abandoned, so as not to weaken the
completion of the exhibition at the Institute, which was prepared for the
benefit of President Roosevelt.- Upon his arrival, President Roosevelt was welcomed by President
Booker T. Washington and the entire
faculty of the institute. The students
and nearly the entire population of
the district for miles around were assembled to greet the president and
he was cheered with a right good
will. Without delay the president was
escorted to the reviewing stand on
the public square and from there reviewed the parade of the students,
which included a number of handsomely decorated floats.
After the parade, the president, accompanied by Booker T. Washington,
He went
visited
the institute.
through every department of the
large school and carefully examined
the exhibition of the work of the students. Later in the afternoon he delivered an address before the faculty
and students.
.

CHICAGO OPENS HER
SIXTH HORSE SHOW
Chicago, 111., Oct. 23. The sixth annual horse show, under the auspices
of the Chicago Horse Show association, opens today at the Coliseum
with a larger numtier of entries than
ever recorded at any previous horse
show in this city. The list of prizes
Is far greater than in former years,
and $25,0(10 in money, plat and ribbons will be awarded, besides a number of Individual prizds offered by J.
Hohart Mnnre, William H. Moore, Myron II. Tichenor, William Vernon
Booth, John C. King. J. L. Stack, John
Dupee, W. M. Salisbury, Spaulding &
Co., C. D. Peacock, C. P. Kimball &
Co., Brewster & Co., Charles E. Rec
tor and Studebaker Bros.
There are in all ti classes In the
exhibit and each class Is well represented. Besides the exhibitors, whose
names are familiar to the patrons of
former hrose shows in this city, there
are a number of new ones, among
them Mrs. John M. Mitchell, Augustus
V. Knudsen of Kekaha, Hawaii, who
shows a fine list of blooded single
horses which he lias recently purchased for shipment to Hawaii; W.
.). llogan, Lawrence
Jones, t narles
Rainey, General John B. Castleman
and the Ball Bros, of Kentucky, W.
H. McCord of Omaha, and others.

DELAWARE DELEGATES
MEET

IN

SYNOD

BECOMFS

STRIKES HAVE
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 23. The railroad strike, which began Saturday,
shows no signs of amelioration. Traf
flc across the central belt Is paralyzed. The strike is part of a gen
eral scheme of the social democrats
to compel the emperor to give uni
versal suffrage and thus complete po
litical freedom.
A general strike broke out today at
Kharkoff, cutting off communication
in another great section of the empire. Kharkhoff Is the most import
ant railroad center of southern Rus
sia.

BERNALILLO RANCHMAN

The shattered remains of a man
nicked ud on trftck No. 1. near the
coal chutes in the local yards early
Sunday morning have been Identified
as those of Ivan Chaves, a ranchman
living near Bernalillo, and the wife
of the deceased will probably have
the remains burled In this city tomorrow.
How Chaves came to his death will
probably never be known. The coroner's jury refused to place the
blame, but It Is thought that he wandered down in the railroad yards
while under the influence of liquor
and probably went to sleep on the
tracks. The grounds for this conjecture is the fact that he came to
the city with his wife, last week, and
went on a spree to such an extent
that Mrs. Chaves was unable to get
him to go home with her on Saturday. This was not known, however,
until yesterday afternoon, when the
body was Identified by Louis Goodwin, a brother-in-law- ,
who works at
the local Santa Fe freight house, and
earlier In the morning the body came
near being Identified as Pablo Dlas,
a native of this city, who left the
city Saturday night, for Magdalena.
The faces of the two men were
very similar, and relatives of Dias
went yesterday to the undertaking
parlors of A. Borders, where the body
was taken upon being discovered,
and wept over the remains, but a
daughter of Dias after crying over
the body for some time said that
her fat'her was shaved on Saturday
and this could not be him. The face
of the dead man was covered with a
several days' growth of whiskers.
The absolute Identification of the
body by Goodwin ended the mystery.
The Inquest.
The coroner's Jury, composed of
Justice of the Peace George R. Craig,
B. Ruppe, W. H. Modlln, J. W. Weir,
O. L Martin, W E. Rogers and M. 1).
Roach, resolved the the following verdict:
"We, the above justice of the peace
and jury, who sat upon the inquest
held tliis 22,1 day of October, 1H05,
on the body of a person whose name
is unknown, found in precinct No.
of the county of Bernalillo, find that
the deceased came to his death by
reason of being run over by a train
of cars in the yards of the Santa
Fe railroad."
TOBACCO

MEN MEET

IN THE METROPOLIS.
York, Oct. 211. A convention
of leaf tobacco men, tobacco nianufac-eurers- ,
packers, jobbers and dealers
from all parts of the country opposed
to the Tobacco Trust, was opened
here today and will remain in session
several days. The attendance is very
npalnrit
larire and limoortaiu
the trust are expected to result from
this meeting.

New

6t. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 23. Wool mar-

RIOT

NEW

0RLEANT

NEW ORLEANS

IN POSTAL SERVICE

AS

IVAN CHAVES WANDERS ON THE
UNSANTA FE TRACKS WH-ILDER DRINK STUPOR.

BLOODY

mission.
CARNIVAL

LOOK

Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 23. Tb
governor's mansion at Jefferson CUy
was damaged by fire to the extent of
flO.ooo at 3 o'clock this morning.
Governor Folk was aroused by the
crackling of the flames.
He telephoned to the Are department
nd
then attempted to extinguish the fire
POLICE CHARGE CROWD,
with fire extinguishers.
Hl9 efforta
KILLING AND WOUNDING.
Santiago, Chile, Oct. 23. A meet-lu- g were Ineffectual, and after seeing his
and tholr five guests to placed
yesterday called to petition the wifesafety,
he devoted himself to savgovernment to abolish tthe, import tax or
the portraits of his predecessor
of Argentine cattle, 'degenerated into ing
a most serious riot. The police, who in office.
were unable to maintain order, charg- IS THE EXPRESS THIEF
ed the crowd and killed ten persons
IN HIS RIGHT MINDf
and wounded hundreds. The rioters
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 23. The friends
destroyed the street cars and smashed of Edward G. Cunllffe;
the express
the electric lights. Troops are ex- robber, are considering the
advisabilpected hero today.
ity of petitioning the court to appoint
a commission to Inquire Into his sanity.
PROFITS AND LOSSES

RUSSIAN

DEAD MAN IDENTIFIED

FURIOUS

.

Toklo, Oct. 23. The naval review
passed ofT today without a hitch. It
was an Impressive sight. Three hundred and five war ships, Including a
number of former Russian ships, were
drawn in six lines and all inspected
by the emperor.

strike-breaker-

ket, steady; unchanged.

Wilmington,
The
nual meeting of the Presbyterian
this
opened
here
Synod of Baltimore
morning at the West Presbyterian
church. About one hundred and seventy ministers, representing two hundred churches anil thirty thousand
communicants in Delaware, Maryland
and the District of Columbia, and a
large uumber of lay members, are in
attendance. The Rev. Dr. Robbing of
Baltimore, Moderator of the synod,
presided at the opening meeting. The
convention is of considerable Importance, as many important matters will
come up for consideration, Including
the election of a new moderator. The
synod has the supervision of the
Presliyterial records, and adjudicates
any cause, of complaint or appeal for
or again.t or from the lower courts.
Such cases are called Judicial, and by
a law of the church, are adjudicated
appointed, for that
by commission
Many prominent ministers
purpose.
of the church are in attendance and
will enliven the proceedings by
Del., Oct. 23.

Duty

'.

L

AFTFR l ONf. FIGHT DEATH WINS

AND JERRY SIMPSON PASSES AWAY

With Wife and Son by His Side He Went Down Into

the Chilling Floods of the Valley
of the Shadow.
Former
Wichita, Kan., Oct. 23.
Congressman Jerry Simpson died at
6:05 this morning, at St. Francis'
hospital, from anuerlsm of the heart.
He had been hovering between life
and death for ten days, the end having been looked for almost hourly
during that time. At his bedside
were bis wife and only child, Lester
Simpson, of Roswell, N. M., with his
wife's son, Jerry, Jr.
last illness
The
began at the time of his final campaign for congress. In spite of bis
failing health, he continued his business activity, working as an agent
Co. of Chifor the De Freest-Drape- r
cago, and operating an extensive
ranch near Roswell. Six months ago
his case was pronounced hopeless,
and he was finally compelled to
abandon business. He was brought
here September 21st and placed in
St. Francis hospital. Burial will take
place in Wichita. Simpson's estate
is valued at 110,000.
His Career a Brilliant One.
As a man, Jerry Simpson was popular with all who knew him. Open,
frank, magnetic, with, large information, gathered from great reading,
and with a fascinating method of expression, he was a genial companion,
a fine conversationalist, and a powerful speaker.
Mr. Simpson began his political
life as a republican, but his first
movement towards office was In lSSii
when he secured the nomination for
representative from Barber county,
Kansas, on the Union Iuibor ticket,
In lSS be arand was defeated.
ranged a fusion between the union
lalor and democratic parties and
ran for representative. He was again
defeated, but two years later landed
in congress.
It was in ISIto, when a delegate to
the Fanners' Alliance congressional
conv" turn in the Seventh district of
Kansas, that he was nenjiiated for
congress, and during his campaign
'1 lie
was dubbed "Socklcss Jerr)."
was a 14,000 republican
district
stronghold, and th? nlllanc! l ad, rs
But Simpson
did not expect victory
He soon
proved a good campil-jnerreRlized he had a tremendously powk
of
erful back lig despite Ms
money. In one of his speeches, during the campaign, hd male the re
.

an-

mark that if times ,'ot much harder,,
farmers would be unaole to buy
Opposition papers Inadvertsocks.
ently turned the phrase to his
and by election time no man
was so much taiked and written about
In Kansas as "Sockless Jerry.". When
tne votes were counted It was foui.d
that Simpson had been elected by
8,000 majority.
In the house of representatives
Simpson made a good record. He
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THK LATE JERKY SIMPSON.
dressed moderately, but well, and
wan one of the men to whom others
listened when he talked. In a little
while lie was the recognized leader
of the third party In the house.

active part In the affair,
This morning Weir appeared before
Police Judge Crawford and swore out
a warrant against Cramer, one of
Garcia's companions, charging him
with assault with a deadly weapon.
When Weir mounted his horse to ride
away after the shooting, Cramer came
upon the Rcene and took a shot at him.
His aim was poor and the contents, of
the gun entered the neck of the horse
he was riding. Cramer Rave bond for
his appearance ftodv was released.
Cramer's Story of tha Shooting.
Fd f!rnmr o mrnenter. vhn war
one of the hunting party with Garcia,
gave a Citizen reporter his story regarding the Bhooting, as follows:
"Salvador Garcia was in camp early
in the morning about 6:30 o'clock,
when two fellows came up to him and
asked him if he had seen a couple of
white horses 7 Garcia said no, ana
stood holding his gun. I was about
200 yards distant from where Garcia
and the men were, when I saw the
two fellows Jump off their horses, and
one of them snatched the gun out of
Garcia's hands and commenced to
strike him over the back, breaking
the gun stock.
"Garcia finally retreated, and as he
did so one of the fellows shot at him
twice, pulling both 'barrels. As soon
as I saw the fellows attack Garcia, 1
started for the camp, and as I came
up one of the fellow got on bis horse
and rode away, while the other was
solmewhat slower, and I got within
range of him. I took a shot at
him and struck the horse he was riding, the charge entering the animal's
neck. This stopped him, and when I
came up I asked him where he lived
and why he wanted to shoot Garcia,
he answered by Haying that he wanted to kill a Mexican, anyway."
Garcia Expected to Recover.
Dr. John F. Pearco dressed Garcia's
wounds, and although he Is seriously
wounded, he Is expected to recover.
He will probably be confined to his
bed for s me days as a result of the
unfortunate
affair. All the parties
concerned are residents of this city.
Attorney Felix Baca has been retained
by Garcia to conduct hia side of the
case.
FIGHT

Washington, I). C, Oct. 23.
According to official reports published
by the International
Postal Bureau
the financial results of the postal service of the several countries for""the
year 1904 shows in some cases good
profits, in other cases considerable
deficiencies. The greatest deficiency,
$4,350,00(1, was recorded in the United
States; then followed the Argentine
Republic, with $9191,8B8; Mexico with
1248.970; Luxemborg
with $32,145;
Crete with $5,t!00; Cuba with $53,461;
the Orange Republic with $37,442;
Honduras with $16,405; Algeria witu
$220,985, and French Indio-Chln- a
with
$710,223.

The following countries reported
surplus receipts: United Kingdom,

$22,5sl,000;
UusBla, $15,054,000;. Germany, $14,668,000; France, $14,489.-00y
Spain. $3,088,000;
$2,895,000; Belgium, $2,509,000;
Japan, $2,316,000; Netherlands, $965,-00Italy, $772,000; Boumaula $579,-00-

0;

Austfo-Hun-gar-

0;

GREAT TRAGEDIENNE
TONIGHT IN. NEW YORK.
New York, Oct. 23. Mme. Kalisch,
the great tragedienne, will make her
first appearance at the Manhattan
Theater in Maeterlinck's "Monna
Vanna" tonight and a highly Interesting performance is expected. The
play has caused considerable comment in Europe, and on this side of
the ocean, and has been severely criticized by moralists.
MISS ALICE ROOSEVELT
HAS AT LAST ARRIVED.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 23. Tho
steamer Siberia, having on board Miss
Alice Roosevelt, E. H. Harriman and

business houses have elaborately
decorated for the president's
visit,
and with the streets thronged there
Is no longer evidence of either ferer
or quarantine.

SOCIETY FOR PEACE
AND ARBITRATION
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 23. The Cincinnati Arbitration and Peace Society
will celebrate Its first anniversary by
a large meeting in Scottish Rite Cathedral tonight. The president of tne
society, p. V. N. Myers, being In
Greece at the present time, Judge
Howard Hollister, .who haa always
taken
jrtercA In tl e pento
and arbitration movement, wiii " preside at the meeting. - The principal
speaker of the evenlas will be the
Hon. Henry B. McFarland, the well
known Washington newspaper correspondent. President Thomas J. Mof-fet- t,
of the Business Men's Club, will
also deliver an address and a letter
from President Myers will be read.
The annual meeting and election of
officers will be held tomorrow morn
lng at the Woman's Club. Tester-damany ministers in this city
preached special sermons on the subject of "Peace and International Arbitration."
y

HOMEOPATHS OF THE
SOUTH ASSEMBLE

Louisville, Ky.,Oct. 23. The 134
their parties, was sighted fourteen annual convention of the Southern
Homeopathic association met ben
miles out at 10:10 this morning.
here this morning at the Gait Houbo,
with a large attendance of homeoOPPONENT OF THE
"GREAT PROTECTIONIST." pathic physicians, representing every
part of the south.

In connection wits,

conIn England, Mr. R. L. Outhwalte is the convention a tuberculosis
termed a very bold man, because he gress is held and the first open meethas the temerity to oppose Mr. Jos. ing will be held tonight, when the
president, Dr. O. L. Smith, Dr. C. EL
Flshor and other prominent physicians will deliver addresses. It is ex-

pected that the tuberculosis congress
pass resolutions advocating the
erection of a state hospital in Kentucky, where tuberculosis
patients
may be given tho fresh air treatment
will

WOULD-B-

E

SUICIDE

ON ROAD TO RECOVERY
ill

IN

HUNTING PARTIES CLASH
PHILADELPHIA TONIGHT.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 23. Young
WITH SERIOUS RESULTS Corbett
and Young Fine ate sched-

PREPARED

FOR ' THE PRESIDENT.
New Orleans, Oct. 23. New Orleans today Is assuming the aspect
of the carnival season. Many of the
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E. K. NORRIS,

WHO
CUT HIS
A RAZOR LAST
NOW OUT OF

THROAT WITH
SATURDAY, IS
DANGER.

E. K. Norrls, erstwhib

vendor

of

hamburger sandwiches, who made an
uled for a six round fight before the
attempt to kill himself early last SattoNational
city
Athletic
club ol this
RECEIVES1
GARCIA
SALVADOR
urday morning by cutting his throat
13
to
"ft UO"t
"u at cafc"
CONTENTS OF DOUBLE BARREL ' K,
with a razor at his home on John
street, is reported by tho hospital auIN THE HANDS OF
SHOTGUN,
v.
thorities to bo out of danger and ou
R. U OUTHWAITE.
CLAUDE EGGLESTON.
Erne defeated Attell with ease In six
recovery.
rounds. At first a meeting between Chamberlain, file "Great Protection- thoIt road to
eitice. developed that Norrls
has
Young
coming
was
Corbett and Attell
general election.
to be ist," at the
What came near resulting In a faan attempt to kill himself a favr
but after Attell's defeat To oust Chamberlain from his safe made
tal shooting affray occurred early yes- arranged,
days previous to Saturday, but was
Young
Outh-waitconErne
was
will
be
a Homeric task for
selected for the
seat
terday In Bear canyon, and as a refrustrated,
tho weapon, the razor
and all of England Is Interest- with which and
y,
sult Salvador Garcia is lying at his tent. Both fighters are In txcellent
ho slashed himself
Interesting
condition
an
struggle.
and
battle ed In tho
Outhwalte is a
home on West Tijeras road. Buffering is
was taken away from him.
expected.
giod
stump
speaker.
from two serious gunshot wounds in
Tho report now conies that his wife
the left side and arm, and Claude
will at onco Institute proceedings for
his alleged assailant, ia cona divorce on the grounds of
fined in the county jail, where he is
and thus rid herself of what she
held to avrail a preliminary hearing
call a worthless husband.
on a charge tf assault with intent to
kill.
1
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BEEF TRUST PACKERS CONTINUE

ECONOMY CONTEST ARRANGED FOR

Details of the affair are somewhat
lacking, as IQggieston so far, has refused to make a statement of the
shooting, further than to say that he
was forced to bboot Garcia in
Hoth sides
tell conflicting
trips of 200 miles more cheaply on stories, and until the preliminary
an automobile than on the railroad.
hearing, the real truth of what caused
The program of the contest In- the trouble, will not be known. The
cludes three runs, which will occupy hearing was scheduled to take place
six days. Today's run Is to Philadelbefore Justice of the Peace Jose Miphia, a distance of 9o miles. The au- guel Chaves, at 4 o'clock this aftertomobiles will return tomorrow. On noon.
Wednesday they will run to Albany,
The news of the shooting was
N. Y a distance of 150 miles, return- brought to the city early yesterday
ing on Thursday. The run of Friday morning by Bone Lucero and Ed.
will be to Southampton, K I., a dis- Cramer, who brought Garcia to Albutance of 101 miles, returning on Sat- querque soon after he was shot. Depurday. Each car will carry an ob- uty Sheriff Fred B.
at once
server, who will keep track of every- went in search of his a.allants and
thing that happens on each trip, and arrested Eggleston about four miles
will keep tally on the cost of repair- from the Bcene of the fight and
ing, fuel, etc. Speeding will not be brought him to this city and placed
.
permitted.
him in the county Jail. His coctpan- -

TO FIGHT AGAINST BEING TRIED

VARIOUS KINDS OF AUTOMOBILES
New York, Oct. 23. The six days'
economy contest arranged for various
styles of automobiles by the New
York Motor Club, began this morning,
when over two score autoa of various
makes started from the garage of the
New York Motor Club for Philadelphia. The contest has been arranged
to determine how the cost of carrying
from one to seven persons for a given
distauce on an automobile compares
with the cost of railroad transportation for the same distance. It ha
been contended, that it Is po&tlhle,
under favorable conditions, to make

ll-y-

Chicago, Oct. 23. Declaring that
tho testimony which the packers were
compelled to produce before the secretary of commerce and labor was
used by United
States District Attorney Morrison, In obtaining the indictments against the packers, and alleging that inasmuch as the same issues as mentioned in the indictment
were raised and disposed of by the Injunction writ issued by Federal Judge
Grosscup, the packers who are under
federal indictment here charged with
illegal conspiracy, today again attacked the famous
"beef
trust" process.
Special plea in bar and special plex
in addition to special plea in baiff
were filed by counsed for packers.

The nature of the special plea was
a surprise to the government ollicia.s,
although they wero aware what would
b pleaded In the additional plea In
issuance of injunction' by Judgtj
Grosscup. The special plea sets up
assertions concerning tlio investigation by the commissioner of corporations, and alleges that the defendants
wire compelled to testify and to produce certain books and other data,
and that thereafter the matter was
submitted to the president of the
United States and finally to the United States district attorney here, and
that the latter used the material in
s eking indictments against the
defendants. Because of these alleged
facta the defendants ask that the indictments be dismissed.

MINER MAKES RICH

STRIKE NEAR GLORIETA
Special to The Citizen:
Glorltta, N. M., Oct. 2S.J. P. Conner bit made a valuable strike of native copper four miles north of this
place. Ore carries two ounces ot
gold and four ounces in silver and
runs about forty per cent copper to
the ton. Conner is bo elated that
bis clothes will hardly hold hiru.
RUSSIA'S NEW DIPLOMATIC
AGENT FOR JAPAN.
St. Petersburg.
Oct. ii. Regular
diplomatic relaiious between Russia
ami Japan are expected to be renewed in six weeks. The Russian
minister to Japau has already betn
selected in the person of L. llakhg-tltff- ,
former dlWomatic agent in Bulgaria.
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SOME PLAYERS,
AND THEIR PLAYS

Histrionic Feasts Enjoyed in
Gotham During the
Lest Week.
MAUDE

ADAMS HEADS

-

THE LIST

New York, Oct. 23. The week
opens witnessing the strange spec
tacle of New York theater goers turning- their eyes to a distant city to
note the reception that Maude Adams
would receive on her appearance in
the first production in America of a
play that has delighted London for
a whole season and jammed night af
ter night the theater in which It was
played. That this was due to the
unbounded popularity that the frail
Jjd winsome actress possesses with
the Amerian public and the desire of
the latter to see her succeed in Bar-rie'- s
latest play Is unquetloned. Out-aid- e
of the wonderful hit she made in
Uostand's "L'Alglon," her greatest
hold upon the public favor has been
sained in the winsome, playful characters created and brought out In
Itarrie's "The Little Minister" and
"Quality Street."
In Washington.
Tuesday evening. Miss Adams pre
sented a. new character and scored a
triumph that Is only the forerunner
of a splendid succession throughout
the country. The play Is the story of
-reier Pan, or the Boy Who Wouldn't
Grow Up." To teach that it is something to have been a child, that there
Is not so much in being a grown up
as we come to learn afterward, Is the
lesson of the play. It first, and, above
mil things, is a play that beyond Its
entertaining qualities, is an appeal to
the child heart to look back upon itself. Its Idea is fantastic, and tells
of Peter Pan (Maude Adams) the boy
who wouldn't grow up, and who lived
In the "Never, Never Land," with the
other lost children. Through the window of his nursery he comes flying
In pursuit of bis shadow, and makes
the acquaintance of some delightful
"earth children." Whom he likes and
finally teaches to fly with him to the
"Never, Never Land."
Here they
dwell in a land of fairy wonders. After a while, however, they long to return to their nursery and home.
While being escorted on their Journey
tney are captured by pirates led by
Hook, the arclt enemy of Peter's, and
carried aboard the pirate sloop. Peter
comes V5 the rescue and with his band
defeats the pirates. Then the children start for home and find the window Just as they had left it when they
flew away. Their parents are
and the children beg Peter to
stay, but so strong is the old desire
to never grow up and to always be a
boy, that he goes back to his house
In the top of the trees, where he is
visited by his old friends once a year.
Thus is briefly given the synopsis of
a play so full of poetic imagination
that In these times when children's
heads are crammed with hard commonplace facts the revival of the
fairies and elfs comes in time to preserve the day dreams of pure, unsullied childhood.
As a contrast nothing could be more
modern than the timely appearance
at the Herald Square in the midt f
a hot political campaign of "Fritz in
Tammany Hall." This is the first
time that the Wigwam has been
transported bodily to the Mage, and
having received Tammany's good Matured app roval, it Is bound to please
everybody, including
those unfortunate thin skinned mortals who are
thrown Into twenty spasms at the
mere mention of the now famous Indian chieftain. Hriefly told, it is the
story of a young and rather innocent
(Jennaa baker (Joseph Cawthorn),
dwelling on the East side. In order
to split the vote of the district, be Is
nominated by the machine for alderman, and, to the surprise of everyone,
is elected. This incident, together
with Fritz's adventures In the
land of practical politics, and
Iila love affair with a dashing young
Irish wnlow, furnish the keynote of
the play. So faithful Is the reproduction of well known East side types,
the mass meeting at Cooper Union,
Hie outing at the Grove and the ball
at Tammany Hall that tbo New Yorker who really knows his city by personal observation, is tempted
to
mount the stage and assume the part
be has often taken in real life. It is
a play ieplte with uproarious fun
and bound to make New Yolk laugh
fsr some time.
At the Hippodrome, "The Haiders,"
the magnificent war spectacle that
thrilled i veryono with its representation of a skirmish between a northern ami southern troop of cavalry,
ending In the rout and purauit of the
latter across a ford of r al water,
was succeeded Tuesday evening by
the gorgeous scenic spectacle, "TUe
over-Joye-

d

a Hindoo Frlncess."
elephants, scores of horses and hundreds of men and women
are engaged in the spectacle, which
culminates In a battle between men,
horses and elephants. The climax is
furnished In the rout of th elephants,
their flight up the wild mountain
side, pursued by nn army of men on
foot and on horseback, and a final
desperate plunge down mountain side
and Into an Hast Indian lake, which
in this Instance Is a huge tank.
With the memories of the stage's
great loss In the passing away of Sir
Henry Irving fresh In mind, it is In
some measure gratifying to note that
American
theater goers are not
wholly wrought up In musical comedies and knockabout farces. In the
combination of Sothern and Jula Marproductions,
lowe In Shakespearian
the high favor In which the Hard of
Avon is held, is evidenced by the
numbers that nightly crowd the
Knickerbocker. In the "Taming of the
Shrew," New Yorkers have had the
opportunity, long awaited, for comparing Miss Marlowe with that great
favorite, Ada llehan. whose Kathcrlne
has been adjudged by every critic
to be one of the Incomparable per
formance of a Shakespearian heroine
on the American stage. Since com
parisons are odious, it Is enough to
say that Miss Marlowe has given us
the most delightful shrew seen on the
stage for some time. From a scenic
standMiint the production is truly
magnificent, the mountings complete,
and accurate.
Mrs. Leslie Carter's hold on the
public remains so strong thlt upon..
her revival of the characters made
famous some seasons past, her greet
ings have been so tremendous as to
inspire confidence in the belief that
for the next three years she would
need no new plays to attract her au
diences. Though her beautiful hair
Is of a bronze hue, she Is a veritable
gold mine to Mr. Ilelasco, to whom
she owes her position today as Fanny
Davenport's successor to the title of
America s greatest actress.
After being closed for a week in
preparation for the new production
the Manhattan optned with the intro
duction of Mms. Kallch in "Monna
Vanna." He strong portrayal of the
German princess i truly magnificent,
and Justifies the belief that she is
bound to stand amongst the best stresses on the American stage. Her
rise U truly marvelous. Brought up
In Roumania, she came to this coun
try ten years ago, and became the
leading actress in an East Side Yld
dish- theater, and thrilled her. audi
ences In roles that brought out her
genius and led to her being called the
"Uuse of the Ghetto."
It only re
mained for her to master the English
language, and on her first appear- anc ei nan English speaking part, at
Uie close of last season, received tin
tinted praise at the hands of every
critic.
Among the new recruits to vaudeville are Joseph Hart and Carrie D'e
Mar, who has been personified "Foxy
Grandpa" of comic supplement fame
seasons past, and wno now
.or to-n- e
appear at Proctor's In the-- ' roa-mi- ?
sketch entitled "The Other Fellow.'
Jimmy Powers, though lonesome
for the pretty maidens In short skirts
fhd scant attire, manages to e vcty
funny In 'Tin Dreaming," at the Al
hambra.
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Country Club Meeting
The annual meeting of the Country
Club will be held at the club house
Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock. The
meeting was set for a week ngo last
Saturday but no quorum was present
at that time,
Civil Service Exams.

Nineteen applicants for employment in the civil servie, are being
examined at the legislative hall In
the capitol building this week. The
examination Is being conducted by
the local civil service commission and
lasts today, tomorrow and Friday.
Illinois Congressman Here.
Hon. Frank Dickson of Springfield,
Illinois, member of congress from the
23rd Illinois district, accompanied by
Mrs. Dickson, arrived In the city this
morning for a week's visit with Mrs.
Murry, also of Springfield, who is
here to spend the winter.
Treat.
The opening faculty concert of the
Arizona School of Mines will be held
at the First Methodist church tomorrow evening and Phoenix music lovers who attend are sure of an- enjoyable evening. The school is under
Shirley
of Mrs.
the directorship
Christy.
A Musical

Divorce After 20 Years.
Suit for divorce was filed In the district court this morning by Julia A.

German against Ralph German. The
complaint alleges that the defendant
wtllfitllir

nn.l

rmiRO

,lneortiifl

her and has failed to support her
since, inree cnuuren, result or me
tlnlnn tira livlnp o n the ftwtrvlv rtf
these Is asked by the plaintiff. The
1

couple were married in issi and uvea
together 20 years, when he left her
at Del Rio, Texas, in 1901.
Mills-Irwi-

Charles E. 'Mills and Mrs. Mary E.
Irwin were married last night at 8:30
o'clock by Rev. Lapsley A. McAfee, at
the home of the couple, 620 North
Third street. The wedding was attended by relatives and the nearest
friends of the contracting parties. The
bride is a daughter of Supervisor T.
N. Canton and is also the treasurer
of the
Co. Mr. Mills Is
a member of the firm also and the
manager while the bride's father is
the third member. Both young people
have many friends In the city.
Mllls-Clanto- n

We Get Ours Again.
The El Paso hall team put the business on the Phoenix team for the second time, yesterday.
The boys from

Texas were tingentlemanly enough to
run the number of their scores into
double figures, too, and in that way
"show up" the locals. The final score
was 15 to 7. However, it must not be
imagined because of the
score that the game was lacking In
Interest .for good plays were numerous on both sides and because of the
free hitting there was plenty of action from beginning to end. The same
teams play again today.
one-side- d

Judge Burnett's Troubles.
Diego Abrll was In Judge Burnett's
court this morning for being drunk
and disorderly. He was fined $7. This
was not the first time he had ever
appeared in Judge Burnett's court
by many scores of times but it was
the first time he was ever given time
to pay. It will be remembered that
Pasqual Grijalde was up on a similar
offense recently and was released on
promise to pay. He- was the chief
contractor In the digging of a well.
He has.slnce paid his fine. Abriel Is
the assistant superintendent In the
contract for the same well and as it is
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DENTI8T8.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

NEIGHBOR

Dental Suroeon.
Out of the city until October 24, or
later.
bdmund J, Alger, D. D, S,
as urgent s ever that tho well be dug No. iui KaHroad avenue Office hours
tne Judge .icemen io irust uiego mis :o a, m. to U:3U p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to
once, Tom Irvine was fined $5. Tom p. m. Telephone ML Appointments maae
of man.
Is a menil r of the
Spsumincresne Luliro
colony I)
LAWYERS.
this morning by Justice
was fined
John st ote- and Tom Quigley $7 for
Bernard 8. Rodey.
ATTORNKI-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
disturbing the peace.
N. M.
tfrompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profeaalon.
Took Up Son's Fight.
Ctirlz T'ik and Edward
Onstillo Will practice In ail courts of the territory and before the United States lar4
had a figl.t late, yesterday afternoon. omoe.
Tork got he worst of It financially
Ira M. Bond.
and CastllNi got the bad end of the
82 T street. N.
fight.
CoilUi and Tork's boy were W.,ATTORN
Washington. . o. Pe slona, lands,
fighting In the Colombo saloon when patents,
carlats, letter patcopiidht,
Tork struck Castillo In the back of ents, trade marKs. claims.
'ho head with a billiard cue. This was
R. w, D. Bryan.
followed n by a blow from the fist
Albuquerque,
ATTORNEY
fell
to Ihe ground N. M. Office, First national Bank buildand whm Castillo
on
him and proceeded ing.
Tork clinil'cd
to beat him unmercifully. Some one
E. W. Dobson.
telephoned to the police that a murATTORNET-AT-LAWOffice
Crom
being
der was
committed and Chief well block. Alba jerque. N. M.
Kinney an.! Assistant Chief Moore reJohn H. Stlngle.
sponded. Hoth men were ordered to ATTORNKY-AT-LAHulte Is, N. T.
appear at 5 o'clock before Recorder Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
Thomas. Took insisted that Castillo
ARCHITECTS.
s
should bo searched and placed under
arrest but the police could not see it
,
Walllng-fordF. W. Spencer and V. O.
that way. Before appearing before
,
building,
Barnett
rooms
Recorder Thomas he went Into JusM. Both 'phones.
tice Johnstone's court and swore out Albuquerque, N.
a warrant for Castillo but when Judge
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Johnstone learned the case was In the
D. F. MACROLLING,
hands of the police he placed the warsurveying and
Civil engineering,
rant In the waste basket. After hearing the evidence Judge Thomas dis- drafting. 209 Railroad avenue.
charged Castillo but fined Tork $10.
CONTRACTOR 4. BUILDER.
Tork Is a Turk and Castillo a Mexican.
A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
HOW IT STICKS.
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished: Job work sollcted. Automatic
724; shop Bit North Second street.
Albuquerque Has Found It Hard to 'phone
Albuquerque. N. M.
Shake Off.
PHYSICIANS.
Hard to hear, harder to get rid of.
Is any 1'ching skin complaint,
.
C. H. Cenner, M.
D. O.
Eczerra or itching piles.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
Doan's O.tment relieves and cures
President New Mexico Board of OsteoAll Itchiness of the skin.
successfully
All
diseases
Albuquerque people endorse this pathy.
treated. Offllce Barnett building.
statement:
A. M. Whiteomb, nurseryman, cor- Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
ner Eighth and Tijeras streets, says: phones. Sundays by appointment.
"In my estimation there is no ointVETERINARY.
ment for the purpose that can equal
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. 8.
spot
was
below
one
Doan's. There
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
my knee which annoyed nie for ten Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
years. Un.ike eczema it did not the latest, up to date, approved, scispread out, but at times it itched so entific methods.
t Trimble's
exasperatingly, particularly
after 1 stables. Old 'phone, 3: auto., 122.
went to bed or sat by the stove, that
FALL TERM.
1 scratched
It until it smarted before
relief came. I tried every salve and Albuquerque Business College Opens
came across; when one
ointment
Monday, September 4, 1905.
did not help bought another and apBookkeeping and PenmanCourses
plied it. Heading about Doan's Oint- ship, Shorthand,
EngTypewriting,
ment Induced me to go to the Alva-r- lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawlo Pharmacy for a box. In a few ing.
days the itchiness ceased, and the
DAY ANd EVENING 8ESSION.
life of the part affected was killed,
For particulars call or address
for up to date, and It is now over
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
six months since I stopped the use
R. O. 8TOLL, Secretary.
of the saive there has not been a
Library building. East Railroad aveBymptom of Its appearance."
nue.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
ASSAYERS.
N. Y., sole agents for the United
A COLLINS,
CORBET
States.
Remember the name Doan's
and Civil and Mining Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
take no other.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plazas Santa Fe, N. M.
Dont Borrow Trouble.
It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
WILLING HELPERS
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore,
heavy, wearv. and wnrn-nu- t
h
tho
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
What's the use of a helper If
neas, urigni g disease, and similar Inhe isn't willing? Willingness is tel nal disorders, don't sit down and
an ample mantle which will al V
brood over vnur avmntnma. hut flw for
cover all the sins of serv- relief to Electric Bitters. Here you S most
ice.
But
a classified advertise- f
sure
permanent
win rind
forget
and
In The Evening Citizen is a V
fulness of all your troubles, and your fv ment
willing helper that Is not only'"
bodv will not hA hlirrloneri W a lol rtf
absoultely competent, but also Is V
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
worker. It works all V
f athewilling
ouc. Guaranteed.
time for you. It is the best V
and most economical publicity In
V
the world.

Pleasure to Alt.
No Pill is as pleasant and positive as
DeWitt'a Little Early Risers. These
FamoHS Little Pills are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladles
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong ppople say they
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
all druggists.
A

o

Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
embroideiy materials of all killers.
Orders taken for hand made Christmas gifts. Stamping done.
NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING HOUSE.
Your
patronage solicited.
Nice,

clean rooms.

"Imine-liHtel-

VIRGINIA MAKSTAS,
f23 South hirst street.

after my

RAILROAD TICKETS.
Cut Rates.

the Itailroad avenue clothier.

IVES. THE FLORIST.

Fresh Cut Flowera.

.
ce tno nig special nainains tor Saturday only, at our store. Simon Stern,
the Railroad avenue clothier.

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Nvoolen
Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3 50 walk-luslUrts.

g

GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILlTH.

AND UNSURPA88ED

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUFF PtIF.

N.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
80LICITS NEW ACCOUNT8.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

AND

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS!
SOLOMON LUNA, President:
V. P. and Cashier; W. J.

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

wm. Mcintosh

C- -

DEPOSITORY

gIorge arSot

solomon Luna

BALDR.DGE

A. M.

BLACKWELL

;

?CROM WELL--

o

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA
FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
"

1
1

Officers and Directors
'.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

;

FRAKFMoSY

..

'pESuS

- Vic

Assistant Cashier
Director

H. P. RAYNOLDS
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway

Company

1

1

a

Foster-Milbur-

The State National Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

n

CAPITAL

We have had a yery satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity tp show you our superior facilities.

Women in

FOR

Aartr?a

xm
VlpJCil

1
J

blnn

J.

V

o
1

a

HERNDON. Cashier.

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

"
feelings, blues
and hopelessness, they should remember there is one tried and true remedy.
Lydia E. Pinkhain's Vegetable Compound at once rvniyves such troubles
No other female medicine in the
world lias received such widespread
and uniiualilied endorsement. No other
medicine lias such a record of cures of
female troubles.
The neeiflesssurTerinof women from
diseases peculiar to their sex is terrible
to see. The money which they pay to
doctors w ho do not help them is an
enormous waste. The pain is cured
ami the money is saved by Lydia E.
Pinkhain's Vegetable Compound. Ex.
perience Las proved this.
It is well for women who are ill to
write Mis l'inliham, at Lynn, Mass.
In her i''. at experience, which covers
many
uj, alio has probably had to
deal wit'.i dozens of cases just like
yours Her advice U free aud

this merit alone ran produce such results, aud the ablest specialists now
agree that Lydia K. Piukham's Vegetable ('oiiiMiund is the most universally successful remedy for all female
diseases known to medicine.
When woincu are troubled with irregular, suppressed or paiuful
weakness, leucorrlnta, displacement or ulceration cf the womb,
hearing-dowfeeling, inflammathai
tion of the ovaries, backache, bloat
ing (or flatulence), general debuity, in
digestion, and nervous prostration, or
are beset with such symptoms as dizzllydia E. PinUuun'a VefitfabU Cca&wA

SutrrwJa

Wijer

Others

Fail.

0

O400004000040040400
The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

0

I. H. COX, Manager.
pe' Iron Plpe FKUne. Brass Fittings and Valves. Steam and
l1?
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting? A full line of bath room flx- tureg and supplies.
Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave. - Colo. 'Phone. 234.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

IOtO(
ESTABLISHED

L. B.

1878

PUTNEY

WjJSALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

of-

26,

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, 1905., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia, of Chillll, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chillll, N. to.; Alejan
dro Ronquillo, of Chilili, N. M.; Adam

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

0

COOCOOCOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX5

Don-acian- o

HAVE HIT THE

WE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence
lighting.

Lopez, of Clilili. N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

ness, faintness, lassitude, excitability,
irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness,
inelaacholy,
"all pone " and

0

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

PUBLICATION.

1905.

111

O. N. MARRON, President.

O

Full of Tragic Meaning
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
Casey, la. Think what might have re
sulted from his terrible cough It 'ne
had not taken the medicine about
which he writes:
"I had a fearful
cough, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
would relieve It, until I took Dr
King's New Discovery for Consump
tion, Coughs and Colds, which com
pletely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
lung diseases; prevents grip and
pneumonia. At all druggists; guaranteed; 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
Iree.

$100,000.00
$260,000.00

DEP0SIS

rtrriTiiriTTTvtii

(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

men-Stm;io-

EV-

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

0?e

NOTICE

ful barkaclitu an! frequent
For reduced rates to and from all dizzy aipU. The doctors
for me, yet I did not
points, go to Paulsen's Association
improve. I would bloat after
Itailroad ticket ofllce. Raihoad tickets eating
and frequently become
knight, Bold and exchanged.
nauseated. I bad an afuid discharge and
piims down through my limbs so I could
The Pantatorium.
hardlv walk. It was as bad a ca.se of female
C.othes cleaned, pressed anil dyed. trouble an I have ever known. Lydia E.
All clothes called for and delivered. l'liikham Vegetable Conqiouii J, however,
2Uo West Silver avenue.
Auto phoue onr.slI n ie withm four luoiitha. Since that
tune have had occasion to
it to
721. G. B. Hoffanrn, proprietor.
a iiiiiiiUt of patients Buffering from all
of funinle difficulties, and I find that
forma
See the window display of the Rio while it U considered unprofeasionnl to recGrande Woolen Mills at the Globe ommend a patent medicine, I ran honestly
recommend I.ydia K. l'liikham'a Vegetable
store, then ask for those $3.60 walkCompound, for I have found that It cures
ing skirts.
female ills, where all other medicine fail. It
Any pair of overalls In the store for U a grand medicine for tick wouieu."
Money cannot buy such testimony as
7.ic
only.
Saturday
Simon hlorn,

Capital and Surplus

4
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o

marrmgH 1 found that my
bmltb bejran t fail mo. I Imi- -(
An ib weak and pain, witli -V4jre ItrtAhug-dow- n
luting, fear-

Co

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

T-LAW.

Mrs. Martha Pohlmaa
of 65 Chester Avenue,
Newark, N. J., who is a
graduate Nurse from the
Hlockley Training School,
at Philadelphia, aud for
sia? years Chief Clinic
Nurse at the Philadelphia
Hospital, writes the letter
printed below. She has
the advantage of personal
experience, besides her
professional
education,
and what she has to say
may be absolutely relied
upon.
Many other women are
afllicted as she was. They
can regain health in the
same way. It is prudent
to heed such adviee from
such a source.
Mrs, Pohlman writes:
" I am firmly persuailed,
with l.yilia E. l'inkluuii a
Vegetable ComHund, that it
is ttit safest and twit mediciuu
woumu to
fur any sulTei

Montetima Trust

f

affreight years of exHriunce

Opened

4

n

After Years of Experience, Advises
Regard to Their Health.

it

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DENTISTS.

A TRAINED NURSE

These are the children of Secretary
Yung Kwal, of the Chinese legation.
Their mother isan American woman,
but she dresses them in the costume
of Tsl An's country.

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRE6H
ERY DAY AT MALOY'8.

r

' '

CARDS

Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pes
simlstic a3 ypu please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not. You can put your food in a
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on it and It will digest it the
same as it will in your stomach. It
ean't help but cure Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It is curing hundreds and
thousands some had faith and some
didn't. Kodol will cure you if medicine can cure you, whether you have
faith in it or not. Sold by all druggists.

HoLl.
couch
CURE the LUNGS
no

FOLRTII

AND

GOLD

AVE.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

FE, N.

M.

YEAR BEGINS

H

BRO. BOTULPH,

SEPT. 4, '05
PRESIDENT

Or. King's

WITH

Nov
FOR

See the Light Man

Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N
0UGH8 and

(J

OLDS

Pries
60c Ml. 00
Free Trial.

Surest and Uuickeat Cure for

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS
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RIGHT
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At Consistent Prices

NEXT

5.
TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

ctU

THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEl BACK.

Cit;zen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

'
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STORY
AGE

1

AGE 10

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
OF THE

Fitfst National Bank

Dependent upon mother.
Dependent upon father.
YEARS

YEAR

AGE 20 YEARS

Working as a clerk or mechanic's helper, earning

f 10

per

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

residence lot In the Eastweek; bought five
ern Addition to the Highlands, paying 1 per week on
50-fo-

each lot;

total cost to be

1875.

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST

beautiful homes built all around his property.
Sold four of the lots for $2,000; built himself a four-roohouse for f 8X on the fifth lot Borrowed $500

AGE 24 YEARS

Married;

AGE 26 YEARS

on the house to buy furniture, etc, and with the remaining $1,200 started In business for himself.
Home all paid for; worth, all told, about $3,000; don't

RESOURCES

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY, Owners of
300 Lots in the Eastern Addition Highlands.
$100, $150, $200 per Lot, $10 Down $1 per week
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Act III "Gasoline costs too much,
Act II "Come, climb In, an' don't
AcTI "Once more me luck la with
I'll go In a street car, Mr. Crowe."
make no fuss."
me! There's Hetty Green!"

1,340,015.50- -

Total,

1

Act VI "Good afternoon, Mr. Kld- a cent from me. Keep
iv "I'm vour euest. you know, meAct V a"Not
mans you lor cue car ru
year If you wish, you'll naper.
here
mZ nv th fare thank
you gave me.

you. It's so kind of you."

bave to pay my board."

SERIOUSLY INJURED IN
FALL FROM 8TAGE.
Last Wednesday evening, Frank
Campbell, while on hla way to Kingston, was thrown from the stage and
seriously Injured, says the Hilisboro
Advocate. Owing to the darkness it
was Impossible for the driver or the
passengers to say Just what happened. But it is evident that, Just aa they
were crossing the creek for the last
time, before reaching Kingston, he
fell from the wagon in such a manner
that one or both wheels on that Bide
ran over his head. He sustained
scalp wounds and when last
heard from was completely paralyzed
from his neck down. The latter condition may be due to the shock and
strain put upon the neck by the
heavy wagon running over his head,
or some vertebrae in the neck may
have been temporarily pressed inward on the spinal cord. It is impossible to prophecy as to the result,
Imt his condition at the present time
is very serious. Dr. F. I. Glvens was
called" to at t era the Injured man.

CREAMERY GIVES
GREAT ADVANTAGE
Tha Ttnswnll fireamerv comDany.
lntalv nrirnnlnri hv H R. HobSOn. has
been the farmers' salvation In that
section of the territory. Heretorore
they could not dispose of their sur- r anvltlinz like
a DriCO.
nlna faoA
(Now, since the creamery has come
they can, by feeding it to mucn cows,
turn It to a good profit.
Mr. Hobson Has now on me wny
from the east ten car loads of cows
for the valley and has also furnished
to his patrons hand separators, which
are the most profitable way of handling the milk.
He buys the cream. The milk the
farmers feed to the calves while It Is
yet fresh. Mr. Hobson intends to
have branches all along the Pecos
valley line so that the farmers can
deliver their cream at the stations
and ship it to Roswell,,

Every 'woman wants a fine evening
coat, but the price has always been
too high for the greater majority. Not
bo now, for If you will attend the sale
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company, you will find them
miced within the reach of all. See
window display.

AFTER NEW MEXICO

8HEEP

AND

WOOL

John Van Horn, sheep man of
Rocky Ford, Colorado, was among the
arrivals in Santa "Fe yesterday after
noon. He left for his home. He has
been in the Estancia valley and points
along the Rock Island system pur
chasing sheep.
K. S. Mathlaa and W. S. French, of
Monte Vista, Colorado, were in Santa
Fe en route to points In the southern
part of the territory on a sheep pur
chasing trip. They were on the Dea
ver & Rio Grande train which was
wrecked near Caliente, but escaped
with nothing more serious than a se
vere shaking up.
W. E. Stone, sheep raiser and wool
dealer of Monte v ista, Colorado, was
In Santa Fe en route to Torrance
where be will superintend the loading
of about 10,000 sheep for shipment to
the San Luis valley In Colorado,
where they will be fed this winter
preparatory to shipment to eastern
NOTICE.
spring. New Mexican
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., markets in .the
October 20, 1905.
New Cure for Cancer.
Notice is hereby given that the folAll surface cancers are now known
lowing township plat will be on file lu to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
this office January 5, 1906, viz.:
Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffleld, Va.
Township C north, range 8 east.
writes:
"I had a cancer on my Hp
On and after above date we will be for years, that seemed Incurable, till
ready to receive applications for en Busklen's Arnica Salve healed it, and
tries in said townships.
now It is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cure for cuts and burns. 25c at all
FREDERICK MULLKR. Receiver.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. druggists.

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES
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Secret practice has begun at Yale,
and the team Is now getting through
its stunts lie'alnd closed gates.
Baltimore s hopes of
major league company has been pilot
ed down a dark alley and given a dose
of knockout drops. "
1 he total attendance at the seventy-- '
played In
four championship gaine
Philadelphia this season was 654.476,
'ihe banner year In the history of the
game in Quakerdom.
Hilly Clingman of Toledo is out
with an announcement that he Is
hrough with base ball. Billy has lost
the knack of hitting the ball "where
'the players ain't," and 'thinks it is
time to kiss himself goodbye.
They're trying
to
Induce Silk
O'Laughlin to run for state senator
'over at Rochester, Nv Y., on the
'.heory, probably, that a greuling po- ltical campaign would be like a vacation to a base ball umpire. Silk's
hlnkln' about It .
Donlin led the National League In
runs. He Is well up, also. In bases
siolen.
John Oanzel made enough money
at Wheeling, in the Central League,
'fo pay off an indebtedness of $7,000
.vhich be had Incurred while managing the Grand Rapids Club. '
' Managing a
tail end team, according to Jas. McAleer, is more strenuous than koeping a lioardlng house
'that Is losing money. He'd rather e
with a boarder whose steak is
'cold than with a fan when the home
team loses.
'
Four outlaws are included In the
'Brooklyn's list of reserved players.
They can be purchased at bargain
'prices, as Ebbetts wants no more con
tract jumpers.
In the Central League, Terre Haute,
a hopeless tail ender, finished the
season 86 cents to the good. The
books are being gone over to see
wher that extra penny comes from.
'
Will the base ball magnates jiu
'Jitsu the foul strike rub? in the
terse language of the Cherokee
"Mebbe yes. mebbe no."
"Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien Is now
training at San Francisco for his
fight with Al Kaufman, on Oct. 27.
'His gymnasium work consists chiefly
'of boxing, shadow sparring and bag
punching. O'Brien hopes to build up
Ho 170 pounds.

1
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TRADE .MARK.

The ideal Tonic and Predigested Food. This
excellent preparation supplies food for Mother
and Kaby. Aids convalescence and restores
the system to sound health.
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
PrepareJ
Anheuser-Busc-

h

y

Brewing Assn

St. Louis. V. S. A.
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SHIPPING ARIZONA

FOOT

Railway System
o

M

X

X

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous,
Southwestern Brewery

& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.

SHEEP
TO COLORADO.

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

PAID ALL BILLS
Another good thing that might be
said about the Roswell fair manage-nu- t
Mls .jfar Us fjiat the bills
of local printers were all promptly
paid, says the Record. All tho money
paid out for premiums and prizes
also went to home people, and besides having an excellent fair, the
money expended stays at home.

-

"v,..llai,lLtf

Torrance, N. M.
i
Jiim,.1!
Your btislnesa respectfully .elicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAWv
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, AjbL Secy, and Treaa.
J- - P'
a. Lk GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pasa. Agt
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

BLACKINGTON'S COLLECTION
OF SCREW WORMS.
Dr. C. F. Blacklngton has about a
tablespoonful of screw worms In alcohol at the Socorro Drug and Sup-- .'
ply company's store, says the Chief-tain. All these worms were taken
from a man s nostrils at one sitting."
The doctor says that this screw worm
affliction Is not so new as Is generally supposed, for he remembers having 'seen a number of such cases In
the army during the Civil War.

V0,

1

0CC000000
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THE SANTA

FE ELKS
WILL HAVE BUILDING
At the special meeting of the corporation of Santa Fe lodge No. 4f0,
B. P. O. Elks, held at the lodge rooms,
Santa Fe, Friday evening, the build-Ing of the opera house was thorough-- j
ly discussed, pro and con, and the
building Is now an assured fact.
Chairman R. 11. Hanna appointed the
following committees:
O. C. Watson,
S. O. Cartwrlght,
chairman;
Frank
Owen, R. H. Hanna and Dr. J. A. Alas-sion location, to report as soon as
possible. For revision and amends
ment to
of the corporation,
Attorney- Owen, chairman:
Frank
,
G. Rivenburg, A. U
General
Morrison, Jr., and Charles Haspel-math- .
The corporation then adjourned until the coming Friday evening.

Commercial

1

"Printing
The

CITIZEN JOB Rooms

j

MESSRS. ARMOUR AND
HARVEY AT THE CANYON.
On Tuesday of this week Messrs.
C. W. Armour and Ford Harvey
In the city from Kansas City
on their way to the Canyon, says the
Williams News. From .tiere on the
following day thoy expertel to leave
for a hunting trip on tiii ninth bide
of the canyon, Martin Buggelen
tho equipment and looking after
Down."
First
their comfort. For this purpose the'
Hob ritzsiiimions is working out a services of F. R. Nelils and Hurt Ad-- j

'

g

Hotm Mtadu

Rrogramu

Imvltmtlomt
Gmtmlogumm

Blank Book
nooolpt Book
In othor vrordt

ro turn owe
vorythlngm
prlntor know
how to do ... .

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure,

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

BUILDINO PAPER
Always -atock. Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, eta.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE."

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

...

Fisher has been
John Redwood
chosen captain of tlie. Columbia foot
ball team, to succeed Thorpe, who
was ineligible because he was dfi-clen- t
in his studies. Thorpe will go
to Cornell, but will not be eligible
to play tin the team uniil next year.
The hospital list of the Princeton
Tigers has been swelled by the addiWards of Pneumonia.
tion of Herring, Daub and O'Brien.
A canvas screen 1" feet high has All coughs, colds and pulmonary complaints
that are curable are quickly
been placed around the Northwestern
field, and student
policemen guard cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
against any one sneaking under to Clears the phlegm, draws out lnflam- watch the eleven in its secret prac- - mation, and heals and soothes the af- lice. Shock, who was guard in thejfected parts, strengthens the lungs,
scrubs, has displaced Scott at right wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
i.,. ......i i.. .i... ..pui,,r
Snlrl hv All Iritir.i
u......
t.. nlonannt tn tnUn
left tackle in Gilbreth's place, and the gists.
latter went to the back fie'.d.
New Tailor Shop.
Princeton is trying to develop a
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
man who can kick off to good advantage and also punt. The coaches has reopened a tailor shop on North
lare trying all the men available for First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
this class of work, but have not dis- gents'
clothing. Suits made to order. o
covered a promising candidate yet.
Thiu r,mntrv aeiviril n if tl
Hnht Patronage of former customers solicit- Fitzsinunons, furnishes th best box-!e- i
ers in the world, and will continue
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EVto do so, as he bad looked the entire ERY DAY AT MALOY'8.
0
worfd over, from Dan to Bersheba,
and he can't distinguh the tousled
MEN AND WOMEN.
top of a real fighter looming above
I'a big i For uriDaiurftl
AftijiuiatlMlit,
the, horizon anywhere outside the
lelutan asf VI
U
imltttiom
tit uleni tilout
ttl
aV
Shadow of the Stars and Stripes.
siat is
it mucuuir. riftminbrttiifii.
nut
rrtnsUlMUflM
Mj,--B-

I

i

v
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1'rUl.ANSl.HtMiU'.

(momiuri.t
Hk

UH-- t.

10.

fS
Tf

l
tS
U
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.irin.

rftut or poiouou.
7 iracsiia.
or Knl It. pliu wr,pf,
(,r tftpre.ii, prapaiii. luf
l till or I
loltlr. i 76.
Circular tvut uo ruMfl

0

Lmttmr Mmda

over the Bright Angel crossing and 0 a ii
.
r .. i
i
then to the rim by the way of Bright; A MlUUqU BlljUrJ
rOUnuTy and UiaCnllie WOrKS
t
rtu&ei Clef iv, wvtijjf; lu luu
. P. HALL, Proprietor
recent floods have done much tlam-i- "
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
age to the trail it was found neces-- ,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts lor
sary to semi some men out from this a
Buildings.
,
point to makj needed repairs.
mopmlrm on Mining and Mill Maehlnory a Bpoolalty
Later we hear the uartv were com-- !
pelled to cross via the Bass trail to Q Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
reach the north rim

-

0

BALDRIDGE

C.

.T.

.

d

furn-ishln-

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all prt
of the World.
,Jyv,fV';'W,r
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso ft Southwestern!
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe,,N. M., with the Atchison, Tppeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
"
Special attention given to handling of passenger and freight
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Paclflo railway, via

Prk-hard-

Five pairs of hose for 25c Saturday only; worth two pairs for 25c.
avenue
Klmon Steru, the Railroad
clothier.

$2,955,958.49

?

THE ROSWELL FAIR

4

in-

2,470,928.21

e

BALL TERM.

New York tor broken down

209,009.09

X

Ingovernment
spector of sheep for Arizona, last
week inspected 33,000 head of sheep.
Twenty-fivthousand were shipped
from Navujo Springs ai.d the bni.tnce
from Holbrook. The Navajo Springs
shipments were made to Colorado
points.

Dr. Kempschmldt,

'

s

A. T. & S. F.

SHOT HER THUMB
INSTEAD OF HAWK.
Mrs. W. T. Russell attempted to
pulverize a hawk that had no respect
for pure blood Plymouth Rocks, says
Her weapon
the Demlng Graphic.
was a revolver. She missed the hawk
but In extracting the caifldge, discharged the littie gun unintentionally,
at her thumb, and made a center shot.
It was a painful- - wound, but she will
soon recover.

dividual.

i

X

-

Total,

e,

1

iH-a-

has to supply Strength and Nourishment for
herself and "baby. She can meet this increased demand by taking
HEUSER-BOS- c

X

X

$ 285,030.28

1663,015.50

X

X

-

----

ooooooo.oooo ooo

'

The Yound Mother

Deposits,

-

--

$2,955,958.49

.

Apt'

38,509.09

Depository of the

"HELD FOR A MILLION OR
BAD LUCK TO THE RICH"

MBMBBHMH

-

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00
Cash and Exchange,

63,222.69

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

$1,191,220.39

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

25, 1005

LIABILITIES

-

Loans and Discounts,

baby boy of

owe a cent, and has a big
his own, dependent upon mother.
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CARRIAGE

w-

v

TRIMMING

V-

V

-

AND RE-

PAIRING
Harness, 8prlng Wagons Built to
Order.
HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

Cor- -

First Street and TIJeras

Road

PAINTING

ii nnniir
ninnnnr
ALDUULnijUC
UAnnlAut UU.
nmir

nn

IOOI
o o
QUICKEL

A

BOTHE,

OAR AND CLU
FINE RE8TAURANT

IN

Proprietors

O

ROOMS

CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
ooolest and highest grade of
and DomUo Cigars.

Domestic Wines and Cognac. The
ad
lager ssrvad. Finest and best Uiaportsd

0
0
0
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Company

.

Published Dally and Weekly
W. 8. STRICKLER
W. T. McCREIGHT
RubIdors Manager
President

SOME INFORMATION

exceedingly difficult tor the morning paper to
rtato a niattor accurately. In Its Sunday issue It says
that the "Hank of Commerce came forward'' among the
Protestants against the borrowing of money by the county
commissioners to run the district court, when thto county
already had the money In the hands of its legally elected
treasurer. This Is atiso.utH.v incorrect. '1 lie Hank ot
U Is

Commerce took no action in the matter, whatever. W.
8. StrickUr, as did M. W. Flournoy. and several dozen
other leading citizens and lrage tax payers, did sign the
protest; but the Journal writer, though never able to
got through his head the difference between the act or a
man In the position of associate Justice of the supreme
court and the act of the same man as a district Judge,
certainly should be able to distinguish getween the act
of a tax payer in his private capacity, and the act of a
bank through one of Its officials. The bank took no action in the case, whatevej.
Then the Journal undertakes to show some differences between the board in l'J04 and the present board
cf county commissioners; but the most important differences It fails to mention. Tile Cltlien will kindly aid the
morning paper;
The former board obtained the money, the present
did not; the former was backed in Its desire to get the
money by many of the leading citizens, the latter was
opposed overwhelmingly by the tax payers; the borrowing by the former was legal, as it was to save property
to save life or property being the express conditions
on which such borrowing may be made ine uorrowlng
by-- the latter was illegal, as the county had the money,
ljence ,the petition for injunction, and the granting of it.
Furthermore, tire money to pay the flood laborers, and
thus to carry on the work of saving property iu imminent
danger of destruction, was obtained on the personal security of responsible parties, and not by the county commissioners as such, which probably accounts for the fact
that the borrowing of the money was not entered upon
the Journal of commissioners' proceedings, though the
appropriation of funds to meet the loan was properly recorded.
That it makes a good deal of difference to the Journal as to whose ox is gored, plainly appeared In the
water controversy of a few months ago; and that It
makes a good deal of difference to the tax payers,
whether money shall be spent to save faluab.e property
tn Imminent danger of destruction or wliether it shall be
spent in aid of establishing a condition of affairs the
legality of which Is before the courts for adjudication,
also plainly appears from the action of the many large
tax payers whose protest so angers the morning paper.
In the editor's mail, today, says an exchange, came a
booklet that, would have gone into the waste basket, but
for a brave, sweet face. that smiled on the cover the
face of Miss Kitty Smith of South Whitley, Indiana. The
neat brochure tells the life story of the girl. It is a tale
of poverty, hardship and a drunken father. When a mere
child Kitty Smith was given liquor, fell on the kitchen
stove and burned her little arms, bones and all, Into a
crisp. What can a girl do who is armless? Kitty Smith,
now a young woman, uses her feet and toes. She dresses
herself and does many housework tasks. She Is also an
artist of no mean ability. She makes her living largely
by writing cards, sellinlg her drawings and embroidery,
and to help out she offers the little book for sale. With
her feet, she works embroidery, makes quilts and handles
pen and pencil and scissors. In her modest book she
prints pictures of her work which shows great ability for
one who Is su handicapped and who is self taught. She
cents. It would
sella her book by mail at twenty-fivdo anyone good to Bend her that sum and learn her his
tory.- - A look' at the bright, brave face on the cover la
She has the highest testi
worth many times
monials from charitable schools and prominent people.
e

e.

the-prtc-

THE REAL FOOL

The Las Vegas Optic has spoken. Now let all the
joint Btatehood people stand in awe, President Hoosevelt
included. That paper Bald on Saturday:
"In the light of what the members of the congressional party that recently visited the territory have said,
it seems ridiculous that any man iu New Mexico who
claims to prefer separate to Joint statehood, Bti.l to
champion the cause of the latter. These congressmen
have said that there is no chance for Joint statehood legislation at the next congress, and they have also saui
that the territories cannot be much longer kept out as
separate states. The sooner the agitation of the joint
etatehooders is dropped the sooner the territories will
come in. But any New .Mexican who advocutes joint
Btatehood and yet claims he favors the separate form
will be considered hereafter, not only a coward, but a
fool."
Once upon a time, there was a boy who had gone
without food until he stood upon the very verge of starvation, lie met a man having under bis arm a loaf oi
bread, and the ha.f of another loaf. The boy begged the
man to give him the loaf, stating how fearfully hungry he
was. The man refused; and though the boy begged long
and earnestly, tears of agony rollinlg down his emaciated
cheeks, the man remained obdurate.
After reiung
many, many times, the man so far relented as to say
to the boy that he could have the half loaf. Just as the
boy was about to reach forward his grateful hands to
accept the lesser gift, though he greatly preferred the
larger one, the incipient So.onmn of the Optic cried out,
"Boy, if you are willing to take that half loaf, while
you would much prefer the whole one, you will be considered hereafter not only a coward but a fool!"
What was the result? Why the boy took the halt
loaf, not being able to get the whole one, and went rejoicing on his way,' fully persuaded iu his mind that the
other fejlow was the fool.

MOTE AND BEAM

The morning paper squeaks its cracked second lnit.
a good deal about wtiut a wonderful newspaper it is.
Some of Its news is certainly wonderful, as the Sunday
morning issue plainly shows, for iu that issue it comments on a lecture us delivered the night before, but
delivered till tho night fo. lowing,
which was not to
and probably was then prevented by the rain. In the
baine issue it unceremoniously takes a Methodist doctor
of divinity, Kev. A. P. Morrison, superintendent of Methodist missions for New Mexico, an,i without consent ot
church or prtarhi-- makes h!:n a bishop of the Episcopal
church. Yes, it i a wonderful newspaper.
Hut lest some illicit imagine this wonderful newspaper ability to be confined to the kid department, attention rimy be called to a Wellington article on the front
pare of Monday's isue. the leading news item of which
was published in TlCit'wi of ,ast 'I uesday. In the
ame foMie setcy lines of heading are given to a
special from Haton, about an occurence which
took place la
Thursday, and of which the Trinidad
papers bad ample account on Friday. Airaiu, in Sunday's
issue, the morning paper has suddenly found that on
January 1, lo4, or nearly two years ago, Hie county
commissioners appropriated money In order that the
Hank of Commerce
be repaid money which the
county bad used. Truly, the morning, paper is Johnny on
the Kpot when It comes to vetting news. What time it is
not telling its troubles to the police, it evidently is h.ardi-inthe records of the past to find Hfo news.
The fact Is that Albuquerque has the best two papers
In the southwcit, and tho Journal deserves great credit
for being the only morning paper in New Mexico. Each
-

paper has Its own distinct field in both home and foreign
news. That the field of the afternoon paper Is better for
live news than Is the field of the morning paper, especially In a town of the size and situation of Albuquerque,
does not admit of denial. Nevertheless, the Journal Is
deserving of credit In that It cultivates so well its Inferior field.
Kaeh pnper must, from the nature of things, gpt news
which the other does not get at first hand, but The Citizen and Its renders know full well Hint the afternoon
paper cultivates Us better field with an assiduity and
success not less than tlint of the morning paper In Its
inferior field. Tho evening paper tells the news of today,
the morning pnper can only teli the news of yesterday,
which of necessity must largely be a mere repetition of
what has already been told.
In this same connection The Citizen points with pride
to Its daily Illustrated service, in which It does not give
to its patrons copies of pictures which hnve already been
published In otlu r impels several days ngo; but It gives
them original views of men and scenes of current dally
interest.
Albuquerque is proud of her dally papers, as she has
cause to be, but neither will Increase its popularity by
arrogant assumptions on the one hand or silly assaults
on the other.
Kecent Investigations of life Insurance companies
have brought out some Interesting facts. Among these
Is the
Insurance a new sort to
most of us. According to the testimony of one of the
managers, his company Insures the lives of persons who
are unable to pass the required medical examination.
And this kind of insurance, so the manager says, Is riiore
profitable than the regular run of business. Not on ac
count of the larger premium charged, as might be sur
mised: but because tho subjects of this kind of Insurance live longer than the average. The man who knows
his physical weakness takes better care of himself. The
strong and robust man gives little thought to health.
Having successfully passed the medical tests he lets It
"

go

at that.

NO FOOTBALL TEAM

Young Men's
Suits

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

Lack of Interest Discourages
Promoters to Give up Task
of Organization.
TO THE

LUMBER MILLS

lr,

li

'

'

ff

I

Lrjyfc

Most young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
men's clothes

Just Right
The young man wants all the late
Rtylo kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers ate some of the
features tho young gentleman will
want In evidence In his fall suit.

RESCUE

Indlcntio- s point out that there will
bo very li'le doing in foot ball in
Albuquerni:e tills fall. F. ,?. Houston,
the sport it n goods man. donated a
ball to nit. doen young men who
the organization of an
would attc-np-

Young Men't
Double

eleven, nnl several attempts have
been made to get some of the old
talent ami all of the new, In the city,
out for pi ictice, but these attempts
hive prov( so frail that the organization of a t am lias been given up by
the promo ers.
Hoy Stai ini. one of the best players
of last yenr'8 eleven, called several
of the talent, but the
practice
attendance whs so very light that he
will give Mr. Houston back his ball,
and Join trie American Lumber company mill 'team, and if Albuquerque
Rets any lepresentatlon In the foot
ball world this year, it will be this
that will lave to do the playing.
After th' failure of the meeting
yesterday morning of tho city talent,
Mr. Stamni went out to practice with
the lumber mill team yesterday in the
afternoon. He says that this aggregation Is a very good one, but not
nearly so strong as the team which
represented Albuquerque last year.
The American lumber mill team Is
practicing regularly and an effort will
be made to get games
here on
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Fort
Hllss has asked for a game and the
A. and M. college eleven has asked
for a game, and it Is very likely that
both will be accommodated.

Yo",H,y-M.50t-

I

o

$7.50 to $20.00
$20,00

Iff

The young man that Hag never
been here for clothes will do well
to coma.
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

:immMm'

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

The Headlight agrees with several of our exchnnges
In New Mexico woudl lie far more
profitable, directly and Indirectly, If instead of the stress
being laid upon horse racing, base ball, bronco busting
and other sports, these be made subsidiary to the idea
that a fair Is an exhibition of agricultural, horticultural
and Industrial products. The financial experience of the
Albuquerque fair this year should convince the fair man
agers that the sporting elements do not comprise one per
'Varsity, 15; High School, 0.
cent of the population of the territory, and that the
Tho result of the foot ball game
quieter but far more numerous population must be drawn Saturday
between the high school
to fairs by other attractions than horse racing and base eleven and the 'Varsity, was a score
of 15 to 0, in favor of the boys from
base ball. Dcmlng Headlight.
the hill. The game was won bv fast
It is greatly to be desired that the attendance this end runs, more than by line bucking.
Clancy and Hryan making twenty
evening of tho donors and creditors of the fair associa- yards
each on single runs. Neither
tion shall l iarge at the meeting to which they have team showed any ability at punting.
been invited by the executive committee. In tho multiFollowing was the line-uUniversity Heald, full back; Allen,
tude of counsel there Is wisdom, and great, wisdom is
needed at the present time to devise ways and means by R. H.; Mayo, L. H.; Martin, Q. D.:
which the obligations of the fair association may be met Selva. center; Wells, R. .; Smith
and L. (.; Crawford, R. E.;
and that Institution for tho future lie placed upon so firm captain,
Bryan, L. B.
a business basis that only such unavoidable accidents as
High School
Decker; captain and
those of last year can menace Its prosperity. Let no man full back; Halves, Lempke
and Hen- who loves Albuquerque or his own business prosperity jainin; quarter,
V.
Wroth; center.
absent himself this eveninig.
Mayo;
K. (?., Alfredo; L.
G.,
O
vViekham; R. T.. R. Wickham; It. E.
Henry Clews, the Wall street authority, says that Ualles; L. E., Jones.
there were never so many pianos as now being shipped
ARRESTED FOR ROBBING
put of New York an article of luxury usually only
on a large scale when times are good. Another
RAILROAD TICKET OFFICE
evidence, produced by the same condition, was the immense travel abroad this summer. As a matter of fact,
FE OFFICERS CAPTURE
the scarcest thing to be found anywhere In this country SANTA
RATON THIEF IN THIS CITY,
at the present time seems to be poverty, as there is plenAND RECOVER TICKETS VAL
ty of work at good wages for willing' hands. The railUED AT $1,000.
roads are doing well, and people everywhere are living
well', and the only exception of thin reign of prospcrty is
Special Officer Ben Williams of the
''
the life Insurance companies.
Santa Fe, and Depot Master Wells
made aa important capture late Sat
urday evening, when they took Into
X
X
custody a man giving his name as C
D. Roper, wanted for robbing
M'tuAL woKU wniin
the
Santa Fe ticket office at Raton, of
'
'
tickets valued at $1,000. The robbery
MAMA SO OFTEN.USES
occurred on last Wednesday.
From Haroet'i Ma piziae
Roner 'came to this ritv last weh
witA a gang of painters working for
tne railway company. He was em
My mother she has special words
ployed in painting the local station,
and It is presumed that he gained ad
She's always using, hut I tlnd
mission to the Raton office while en
The ones that I've most often heard
gaged In painting the interior of the
Is
and never-mlnd- .
station at that point.
A Bearch
of Roper's grip at tue
I
my
way
Whenever can't have
time he waa arrested developed the
And beg her "when?'; and tease her "why?"
fact that it contained the missing
The things she's likeliest to say
tickets and this was deemed sufficient
evidence on which to take him back
Is never-minand
to Haton.
He was taken back there
yesterday morning in charge of a
An' when our picnic stopped becus
special Santa Fe officer, where he will
It rained, or sumpin' of the kind,
be given a preliminary hearing on the
The only thing she told us was
charge of grand larceny.
.
Just
and never-nnnd-

that the fairs held

MONDAY, OCT. 23, 1905.

pur-hase- d

int

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
'Km press mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritions and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISKE Y
Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

114 Vvaat

fVnrtAi.
ee

Ivtinii,

'EMPRESS.''t)t).t),,,0.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE!

ME

UN I & EAKIN

Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes

199.

XXXXXXXXXX3COOOOOOOOOOOO
O. DINSDALE

HIGHLAND LIVERY
STABLE
Boarding Horses a Specialty

KXXXXXXXXXDO(X)OCOC)OOOOCXXD

We have them in all kinds and
prices.
LOW
PRICES
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

XXXXXXXDOCOCOOOOOCX3000000
O. F. PL ATT,

HOUSE

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's
fine
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street, Old 'phone, Red,
Antnmstl, tnkitiu C7R

XXXXOOOOOOCX3000CXXXXXXXX)

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

FURNITURE,

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned "and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, in the car.

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

0. W. Strong's Sons

BORRADAILE & CO.

,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

STRONG BLOCK.

d

COMING

asked when
would be
She told me "Never mind!" so I
Said, "What Is never mind?" and she
Said I'd discover
I

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

October JS "Polly Primrose."
November 1. "Uncle Josh Spruce-by.November

mother she has special words
For question-answerinand such,
Hut I guess some that I have heard
Don't really mean so awful much.

ISLAND

NEGLECTED

LAND

a

:

Tasmania Is probably the most neglected, while at
the same time one of the most attractive of all the Hnt-Is,77S,-ooAustralian colonies. The total area contains
acres, of which
only has been alienated.
There are still 1 ,H22,ti acres in the is'and, generally
speaking, whose forests have never beard the ring of the
woodman's ax, or whose sod has never been upturned
by the farmer's plow.
This island, with Us' virgin soil
and healthful climate, will u timaiely play an important
pan in the world's commerce, lor the reason that its location, a'tliouh isolated, is still sufficiently favorable
to secure a commanding position In the trade of Aus
tivthiMi and the islands of the Tacnie.
I lie
c.iinate is healthy ami congenial.
he winter--arwarmer than those of England, and snow seldom
falls, except at high altitudes. The summers are hot.
although less oppressive than those of Australia, and
the aidr Is dry and rarely sultry. The laintail varies
gieatly at different seasons of the year. On the north
coast it is from eighteen to thirty inches. The west and
south coasts are always very wet. ()u the whole the
of Tasmania is so pleasant that many people m
Australia go there every year to escape the heat and
du.it of the continent.
The central pans of tho island
are at an elevation of l.tioti to H.outi feet, and it is easy to
get a considerable change of climate by traveling a short
distance. L'pon these upland districts are large lakes
w hich feed waterfal s and sw ift running si reams, which
are destined one day to be a source of vast wealth for industrial purjtosea.
Tasmania is nearly as large as Ireland, and is divided
into eighteen counties. The island alsmnds In good timber, and the lands are excellent for agricultural purposes.
Some parts are heavily timbered with good, merchantable wood, and minerals and ores are found in the upland
district, liorsey county contains some valuable gold and
tin mines, which are being worked with protit. Launces-lon- ,
the chief town in northern Tasmania, Is connnected
by a direct line ot steamers with Melbourne and Sydney,
On the west coast the country is broken with high mountains and traveling Is impracticable. These difficulties,
however, are being overcome by an extension of railways
and by building roadways through primeval forests,
one-ourt-

I
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N. Second St., Both Phones.

"

The saving of time means eemfor.
Ths saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing m

"The Chaperones."

COME TO. THE RUMMAGE
SALE
214 West Gold avenue, October 2t

From San Francisco Chronicle

H

201-21-

at

OF TASMANIA

GREATLY

2

Time, Labor
and Money

and

MONUMENTS.

y

My

THE

EVENTS

UNDER TA KERS

M.

DRAG0IE

and 28, under the auspices of the laDealers In -dies of the First Congregational
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
church. Clothing, boots and shoes Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
and miscellaneous articles, at lowest
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
prices. Home cooking and candy, in. 300 North Broadway, Corner of Washplenty and variety.
ington Avenue. AL.BUQUERTJE.N. M.
One of the nicest places in the city
is the pool hall, No. 115 West Railroad avenue. Call and enjoy
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
NOTICE OF SALE.
Prompt Serlve Day or Night.
(First publication October 21, 1905.)
O. W. STRONG'S SONS i
Hy virtue of a decree of the district court of Hernalillo county,
Colo. Phone. 75.
Automatic, 147
made and entered on the 20th
day of October, l'.Hij, in a certain proceeding pending in said court wherein
GO TO THE
Wiinam L. Trimble Is plaintiff, ami
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
will and testament of Lawrence
S.
Trimble, deceased, and
administrator of the partnership assets
South of Viaduct, on Flr6t Street.
of W. I.. Trimble & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
Trhnl.Ie, deceased, are defendants,
numbered 0812 on the docket of said
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
com t, the undersigned w ill, on Wednesday, the l.lthday of November,
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
l'.'o."). about the hour of Id o'clock a.
m., cm the premises hereinafter
described, sell at public auction to the JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
Carries the United States mail;
ami being In the city of Albuquerque, only Hue with a change of stock en
County of Hernalillo and Territory of route; good rigs,
boraes and drivers;
New Mexico,
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
I.ois numbered one (1), two (2), Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
three ci). four (4), llvo (5) and six particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Oil, ot block nine CJ). of the original
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M.,
J.
townsite of Albuquerque, together B. BLOCK. Proprietor, Perea, N. or
M.
with the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stablo and other
Special sale of fine Bath Robe
si i net arc used by the firm of W. L. Blankets, Just the thing for your winTumble ,m company iu the conduct of ter Bath Kobe. Choice, 2 each. See
the b
of said firm.
window
display at the Golden Rule
The sale will bo mado subject to Dry Goods company.
the approval of the said court, and
upon t'ontirniatlon of the sale, the purSee the window display of the Rio
chaser a 11 receive a good and,
t
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
deed, and will be let into pos store, then ask for those 3.50 walksession .; tho premises, which will ing skirts.
bo .Soil us a whole, and without diPon't wait for an explosion cook
vision.
with gas the humane way.
A. A. TRIM RLE,
o
Execut-.:of the last will and testa"Mother was lucky papa nought a
;
ment
Lawrence S. Trimble,
gai range.
'l, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W. i...
Citizen want ada get the business.
Triu;l. & company.
Try one.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

AMBULANCE

Prices

In

Plain Figures &3Q and Up

Old stove
THE McBRAIN

taken at a fslr valuation.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

,

New Planing Mill

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Special Machinery

Fine Stationery
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

sultl-cien-

s

Third and Marquette

Both Phones

I

The St. HlmoVi nt

wmsBm

WlflBs.Brandi.s.Etc,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop,

"

20 West Railroad Arrest

SAMPLE AND
CLUB JLOOMS

I

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

MONDAY, OCT. 2S,' 1905.

TRAINS NOS. 9 AND 10

ALLEGHENY CITY'S

OPIUM

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

DEN

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Santa Fe Officials Complete Arrest Inmates, and Confis
Fall Time Card After a
cate Extensive Hop
Tedious Week.
Outft.
The Cashier Who Killed Himself, the President Who Says
Politicians Ruined the Bank, the Enterprise
NO BRAKEMAN'S TIME CARD
OTHER POLICE COURT NEWS
National Bank and Some Whose Names are
in the News About the Failure.
At midnight last night Officers
James Kurn, superintendent of the
.tor-da-

division, returned here
last night from attending the annual
fall time card meeting of the Santa
Fe proixT, held at Topeka, Kan. The
meeting began on Monday of last
week and continued until Saturday
afternoon, and was attended by Gen-e-a- l
Manager J. E. Hurley, General
Mi.'t r Hendent R. J. Parker, General
Tramc 'anager W. J. Black and all
superiiiK idents and trainmasters on
the San' i Ke lines east of Albuquer-

1

' i

"i

'

n

J

iffl 111

II I

p.

m.;depart at

m.

due at 11:35 p. m.; depart at
m.

Chi-

i

7:30 a. m.
Trains Nos. 22 and 27

are

discon-

tinued.

Mr. Kurn was accompanied to Topeka by Mrs. Kurn, who visited
friends. The weather was of
the worst kind during the entire week,
rain falling almost every day, and the
streets of Topeka were thick with
To-pe-

mud.
Mr. and Mrs. Kurn

continued to
their home at San Marcial at 9 o'clock
this morning on a special traiiu

SUICIDE; PRESICASHIER T. LEE CLARKE, WHO COMMITTED
DENT FREDERICK GWYNNER AiND THE BANK BUILDING.
Fred prises in New Mexico could not have
Pa., Oct. 23.
Pittsburg,
Gwynner. president of t tie defunct been built without the money obtain
National Bank, when ed through the bank, and which he
Enterprise
asked today what the shortage or the obtained because of his influence in
getting for the Institution large sums
Eutarorise would b. said"It will be very largo, much lar- from the state treasury.
iirviisod.
Treasurer Says State Protected.
ger, in furl, tbon v.
State
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 23.
From what know now, It will reach
$1,500,0(10.
None of the directors or Treasurer Matthews was at his office
officers, not even myself, had any today for the first time since the
National
Idea that it would reach such an failure of the Enterprise
enormous sum as that. The directors Bank of' Alleghany, in which more
have determined, however, that no
IN BANK
matter how great the shortage may POLITICIAN
ILL,
DEAL, DANGEROUSLY
be, it shall be oa'ti, and he bank
for business."
be
The auditing of the accounts of the
L-' Vt
Enterprise National Bank of." Alleghany will not be completed- - before
vW
the end of the week, jhe directors
are
bank
stockholders
of
the
and
still In the dark, concerning the denot'
knowficit, and do'
whether the
private loans made by Cashier Clarke
exwill reach J700.000 or greatly
ceed that amount.
It Is alleged that Andrews' enter- -

BEAT MANY BILLS

:''

fi-- st

8.

1

.

SENATOR PENROSE, IN
THE BIG BANK SCANDAL.

Vi

1

MARKET REPORT
Received by Levy

Closing quotations
Bios.. Correspondent for Logan
& Bryan.
Barnett Building.

"'
14J'iji

Amalgamated Copper
American Suuar
Atchison. com 111011
AtClllMUl.

'sn:id;an
Colorado
Col irado
Colorado
Colorado
Chicago.
C.

At

()

1"13
113'si

lld

Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Halt imore

K!i:Vi

&

.

. .

.

I'acilic
Fuel Ai Iron
Southern, common
Southern, rlrst
Southern, second ...
Cii at Western, com.

.

.

i:

.

.

'ZV
t;3

.

44

.

i

.

217

.

;.s'K

Srie, common

.

Krie.

.

4:i--

.

SH
. f.3 ',2
Louisville A; Nashville
.10"lH
Missouri Pacific
.U'f.
Metropolitan
25
Mexican Central
1D3'4
New York Central
N7 Vj
Norfolk .'
124
Reading, e mmon
1 4 f
Pennsylvania
Koi-iIsland, common
o2'k
Hock NIand. pr l
Republic Iron - Steel, common 2i's
!7 l?
Republic Iron A. Steel, pfd
71
Southern Pacific
IS'.",
St. Paul
K7',n
Southern Railway
first

1

AI-

Cn:il Ai Iron
Tex ts Paeitlc
1'nioii Pacific, common
I'. S. s.. commnii
C S. S., pfd
Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wise tisin Central, common
Wisconsin. Central, pfd
Western Union
O. & W
Tciinc-se-

c

(Jretiie Copper

Ml

Pil'i
ht,
--

l'St

.... 4f,
L3'
54
27

DEATHS AND

A very fine assortment
of
weather wear.
.
j,

FOR

THE BABY

In Navy Blue and Nat-

and Black.
Fur Trimmed, In all
sizes, at $1.25 per pair.

In Brown

a . very
ural Grey;
pretty and nobby houas
shoe, In all sizes, at
$1.60 per pair.

Women's and Children's

Legglns In Greatest Variety

ooo ooo

o

-

0

1X

0
0
0
0
0

Harry Bonn, aged
years, died at
6:30 o'clock last evening at the fam- Offer to supply you with anything In
ily n.r.ie in the "orth part of tlia our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and ws ars now making

city after a brief Illness. The remains were taken In charge by Undertaker Borders, 'who
holding
them awaiting advices from relatives
in Coral, Mich. The deceased was In
the otriiinv of th AfoiArlpnn T.nn,li'
$9
Refrigerators
rnmnflnv I i lonuoa a 4i.1fA in m,,nrn 112
$8.75 Blue Flams Oil 8toves....$8.75
' "
;
his death.
$8 China Tea Seta
25o
40c China Salad Bowls
Mrs. Sophia Barlow,'aged 22 years,
Decorated1 Havlland China, at 20
dieil Saturday afternoon, at her borne, per cent discount.
303 Roma avenue, after a lingering 75o Glass Berry Sets
25o
lllntss. The deceased came to Albu- 35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
querque about a year ago, from Rich- $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
husmond, Va., with her sister and
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
band, and was a healthseeker.
The $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
6B0
remains were shipped east by O. W. 50o 8team Ego Poachers
40o
Stiorig's Sons, this morning, for bur- $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
ial, accompanied by the grief stricken
re.atives.

o o o

.

0
4

.or ' the rail

are ihowini
and Winter
signs In

..-so-

da--

nsw

n,

0

Ctittains, Portieres and Draperies

0
0

t.

.

4

0

i

T

Our prices are the lowest.

0

Albert Faber,

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

free-for-a- .l

0OO0O0O0O0s) 0000C00Ks)00

L CLEVINGER,
e

I
I

rf f Tffim

-

-

305 Railroad

j

a

n.
n i! &a nlonsirucuon
i i!
uo.
oOliinwesiern tiscinc

r$&,

Electrical Pumping Plants

Kearns, aged 31 years, a
healthseeker, who came to Albuquerque from Ashloro, N. C, several
months ago, died last night at his
apartments in the Highlands. The remains will lie shipped to Ashboro toFOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
night by Undertaker A. Borders.
W. F.

f

Q

Carpets, Rags, Matting, Linoleum,

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
0

0

0

And also a full line ot

On the Following

0
0

We

is!!

Sp dotal Prices

Wherever you

00OsOB00OS)000

WEAR

Red

Women's
Felt Juliets

We

s

D.

,

CHILDREN'S

Felt Juliets, Black
Fur Trimmed; very neat.
Sizes S to 8, for $1 per
pair. 8lies 8'a to 11, for
$1.15 per pair.

Very neat Felt Juliets;
color, Red, trimmed with
White Fur; sues J to 5,
for only 60c per pair.

3

'.

Shoes for cold

a

i

FOP

t

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
t
Motors.
Store and Residence Wl
lng a Specialty.
kX
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

a

ml

1

i.

taurant.

8. T. VANN. O. O.

Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made af Vann's drug
store.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Eleo-trlc-

President

Elks' Opera House

Contractors'

As-

sociation.

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

moooo?ocoioom 4osws044c4c-

-

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER

18,

N. T. Armljo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

ANNUAL TOUR

The only long distance transmitters
and iecelvers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

OF

The Huinty Comedienne,

rates.

CAROL ARDEN

OUR COAL YARD
IN
Is chock full of coal' that will gladden
Paul Wilstach's Comedy of the South, your heart and warm your house when

it's cold.

i

Piiiie

ter

Fill your bins for next

win-

now, and avoid the rush.
LOOKI
American Block Coal, the best Gallup

mined; Cenlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.

b-t

Har-mt-

House

k

FUNERALS

Francis J. TORRANCE.
Juan Chaves, the lternallllo ranchTorrance Is vice president of the
man, who was killed by being run
Pennsylvania Development company
over by a train in the Santa Fe
connected with the railroad
and
yards, will probably be buried toand other of Andrews' enterprises In
morrow morning in Santa Barbara
These institutions are
New Mexico.
cemetery, the funeral occurlng from
said to have received sums borrowed
tho Borders undertaking parlors.
from the Enterprise bank. Torrance
politician.
He
is a popular republican
The funeral of the late Hezeklah
is siibelct to heart failure, ana it saia
Ellsworth, the veteran colored ministo he dangerously 111 at his home In
ter, whose death occurred last Satur
Allegheny, Pa.
day morning, was In Id yesterday af
ternoon from the African Methodist
than $1,000,000 of public funds was
deposited. He said that at the time
Rpiscopal church, Rev. George 11.
Byas conducting the services.
of failure there were $1,300,000 of
The
funeral was largely attended by the
state money in the bank. Asked
friends of the deceased, and the reabout the report that the security
main were interred In Falrview cemwhich had been furnished! by the
etery.
bank to protect the state from riny THREE MbCHIEVIOUS YOUTHS
loss in case of failure, was worthSEEK
SEEK
ADVENTURES
less, Matthews said he bad every
SNEAK THIEr TAKES CLOTH
reason to believe that the state was
young
Albuquerque
men
Three
of
ING FROM COMMERCIAL HOTEL
ply
protected.
Hin
left the city on Friday for the mountains, apparently with the mischievA
thief entered the room of
ous intentions of becoming bad men, Harrysneak
Martlet t at the Commercial
BORRADAtLE POME HAS CLOSE
and as a result three homes of the hotel, located on First street. SaturCALL FROM DESTRUCTION BY FIRE city are in an uneasy state. One is day evening,
away with a
thai of I. A. Dye. of 907 North suit of clothesandandmade
a valuable manKighth
street,
is
North
i08
another
at
A
FIRE LADDIES ARE TENDERED
dolin.
Hartlett is an electrician emKighlli street, and the other is that
CARD OF THANKS BY COLONEL
ployed by the Southwestern Fleet nc
of
J.
W.
Weir,
of
North
Eleventh
FOR PROMPT WORK.
Construction company. The postreet. The boys aro thought to have and
lice have a suspect in custody, but
An overheated .Majestic range was left the city on horses and to have
the stolen goods l.a.e Hot yet been
the cause of a lire at the residence gone toward the Chilili country Just n covered.
of Colonel John Rorradaile, tiuo West over the ilau.anj mountains.
(".lid avenue, at 10 o'clock this morning. The floor of the house beneath AND IT WILL BE
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
THE BEST EVER.
the stove ignite, and did damage
Here's hoping that the New Mexico
amounting to about 2', which would
FOR SAU- :- 10x12
tent, furnished.
have been considerably more had lt territorial fair association will devise
t;u7 Mouniuin road.
five
not been for the timely ariival of the ways and means to pay that
thousand dollar deficit and also to FOl'NI) -- Kiiuineer's clearance paplire department.
ers, bearing name of (leorge Hol-ni- .
make uext year's tair ilie -ever."
Card of Thanks.
in. owner can have same by apSocorro Chief; ain.
I wish to thank
Chief A. C. Hurt-lesplying at this office and paying for
and the members of the Albuquer
your
Spend
leisure time at the pool
this notice.
que tire department for their promptness in saving my home at '" West hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave-- n
lie.
(told avenue, this morninK, from degee
struction liv fire.
For All Kinds of Piles.
JOHN BORRAIiAILE.
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a Schilling's Best
cut without leaving a scar, or to cine
HERE IS A CHANCE
bolls, sores, tetter, eczema and ail
biinf Twttt
FOR STRANGER O.
flarotir.4 rtrat
tair, skin and scalp diseases, use UeWItt's
At the
Ariizona territorial
Wlu-A
specific
Hazel
Salve.
for
which meeis in Phoenix. I
blind, bleeding, itching and protruding there is fair dealing too.
4iii to ttth, a Jl.tMiii stake In the
piles. Stops the pain Instantly and
pace lias been guaranteed by cures
(Jet the guanine.
the citizens of Bisbee, ami will lie Sold bypermanently.
all druggists.
known as the "Bisbee Stake." This
will doubtless be the fastest race during the fair and the people of Bisbee
are to lie commended for their liberality and enterprise.
t
It is understood today that Joe
Mason Coai.ac.lor--1
will thip his St .Elmo stable lo
Phoenix, and that Trainer Fro.--t is
0
Contracts taken for Cement-StonHouses and foundations.
putting t Ii e celebrated pacers in good
A house bui.t of this material Is warmer in wint-.and cooler in
lie
trim for fast work dou there.
brick.
fciiminer than a brick house, and is cheaper than
people of AlUrjuenpie
expect Mr.
Foundations for, frame houses cheaper than cuiumon rubble
Harnett to win a.l kinds of purses
etone. I.et me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call,
ani blue ribbons at Phoenix with
CORNER WALTER AN O BANT A
Siranger O, Hallina Morgan and
Youiij,' Hal.
OOOwOO0SK)OsCSO
'

SENATOR BOIES PENROSE.
It is alleged by a director of the
Institution
that Penrose borrowed
largo sums from the Eenterprise
bank on his personal note. Before
his deith,
Cashier Clarke denied
that the senator had borrowed the
money from the lank.

.HURST LEFT, GOING NORTH,
MERCHANTS HOLDFOR SEVERAL HUN-

LEAVING
ING SACK
DRED.

The Dollce have been called upon
to capture one S. G. Hurst, who got
busy with Albuquerque merchants,
Fridav evening, and disposed ot
something near $100 worth of worth
less naner. Some were cnecks near
Ing the name of A. W. Hayden, the
contractor and builder, and some
bearing the name of a well known
real estate merchant of the cltjr.,The
victims "Were F: G; Pratt, tire grocer,
the Blanchard Meat and Supply com
pany, the European restaurant, and
the Albuquerque laundry, and the
amounts ranged from $17 to $20
each.
The paper was passed on Friday
morning
night, and on Saturday
Hurst boarded a north bountd train,
with a sick brother, a consumptive,
and when last heard of, he was pass- In gthrough Las Vegas.
Hurst worked at the local shops
during the few months he and his
their
brother made Albuquerque
home. He gambled Considerable at
odd times, and apparently with poor
success, for this Is his second stunt
as a forger of checks since his short
lay in the city, n tho previous occasion he used the name of D. M.
Fergussou, a saleman at the Lion
store, and an old friend of the Hurst
family, who reside In Ontario. On
this occasion, however, Hurst was
put In Jail and held until he received
money from his father to make the
checks good. He secured the signature of oCntractor Hayden from a
check Mr. Hayden gave him a short
time ago for benevolent reasons,
when Hurst was in needy circumstances.
Hurst left bills at the MInnapolis
house, where he had roomed, and at
other places in the city, which aggregate a sum almost as large as that
for which he passed forged checks.
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Women's
and Children's
F"elt Shoes

A "7

per-Bo- n

FORGED MANY CHECKS

-

1

Almi-querqu-

is a through train from
El Paso.
no change.
no change, excepting that It
dally.
no change.
10, due at 6:50 a. m.; depart at

'No.

$3.00 and $3. SO

The police have lad ,i suspicion
that there was a rull fbdsed ''hop
Joint" in operation h tli- red light
district, and that their suspicions were
well founded was dtmonstrated last
night by the raid made.
An outfit valued a over $100 was
confiscated.
e
b en in
The Howards hav
about two veeks, and hall
from Dradwood, S. D. They claim
to be man and wif. Tiie man la
probably a follower rf the race track,
as he brought a hrse to this city
witii him. He has rtalned Attorney
Thomas N. Wilkersm to defend he
and the woman, and Intends to fight
the case.
There is a city mllnnnrc forbidding the running of n opium den. It
provides a fine of nt less, than $10
nor more than $50, or Imprisonment
in the county Jail f,r sixty days, or
both fine and imprisonment, for Its
violation.
"Bill" Bailey, the. erstwhile colored porter, whose mme has garnished the police court register probably
more than any othof one person for
the past year, and vho was only recently released from the county Jalt
where he was sent to await the action of the grand Jury, charged with
larceny, got into tumble on Saturday night, and as a result was sentenced to serve sijty day In the
county bastlle by Judge Crawford in
police court this jiorning. Bailey
made a vicious assallt upon the
of one Susie Daris, a colored domestic, and all because he caugh
that damsel with another man.
A large array of drunks, the usual
cleanup of Saturday and Sunday
night sprees,
were Summarily disposed with by the court, with a fine'
of $5 each, or five days under the
tutelage of Street Commissioner Martin Tlerney,

semi-weekl-

a. m.

n

n

The i.ieetlng saw fit to make no
verv great change In the present
scbl.liile and among the business
transacted the most worthy of notice
or trains
was
the
Nw. 9 and 10, for the winter season,
and the running of the limited trains
as they
daily instead of
are now run.
The new time card, which Is to
take effect November 12, is as fol
lows:
No. 1, no change.
No. 3. due at 11:10 a. ni.: depart
due at 10:45

Seasonable Styles

Special
Autumn styles of "Queen Quality" Shoes exhibit.
features
throughout. New designs," new rieelb, new edge effects, have been added
an
present
range
of
unusually
complete
styles,
and the assortment now
from which to make a selection. Patent Leather, for dress and semi-dres- s.
In
wear,
Blucher, Button and
Gunmetal and Kid for general
Lace designs, are all represented; perfect In fit, luxuriously comfortable
and economically priced.

g.

que.

at 11:20
No. 7,
11:59 p.
No. 9,
12:14 a.
No. 9,
cago, to
No. 2,
No. 4,
will run
No. 8,

QUEEN QUALITY' SHOES

and Rossi, of the city police force,
swooped down on ai opium den in
full operation on No'th Third ftreet.
The officers caught tie Inmates In the
very net of "hitting the pipe." They
were arrested and gve their names
as Fay Howard and t'honi.is Howard.
Both furnished a ctnh loiul of $15
each for their apiearaiue before
JudKe Crawford at 5 o'cU.rk this

Rio Grande

'far

FIVE.

POLICE RAID

BIG BANK FAILURE

'

PAQ

WOOD!

Select Company of Players.
Factory Wood, S3 "full load. Green
Original Complete Production, and
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
Accessories.
Eureka White Lime.
EVERYTHING CARRIED COMHAHN'S COAL YARD,
PLETE.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
Management of
D. L. WILLIAMSON.
Pric es, 60c, 75c and $1.
rfeats on sale Thursday, October
Ji'., at Matson's book store.
l.IKH OCR ALMOND ItKN.OIN AND WITCH HAZKL CltHAM.
lih'CAI'SK IT'S Till! MOST PitKPAUATlON MADK FOR KKLP-INTHK FACE AND HANDS SMOOTH, WHITE AND SOFT. Sul.U

ALL THE GIRLS

ONLY UY

HAYGDDD
Will

First

The Cleaner
your
PICT,
do

all

C A Ii

Hol'Si: and WINDOW

CI.F.AN-lNi-

V-

Auto phoue,

l.

and ipx tor your s'ove, at
the rato ef 25 Cents per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 530.
311 North Seventh Street 311

B. H. BRIGG8

St. and Gold Ave.

0

Am

316.

&

CO

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Bell phone, 115.

Residence

Auto

Both Pho ne.

phono,

No 'ii')

BORDERS,, runersl Director and Emblrncr
OommerclsJ Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER.

Black or White Hearse. 15.00.

v
q
4
Q

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING
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Railroad Topij
THREE LINES WILL

GOOD

RUN

n

r

Fran-borde-

Seal Clerk Henry Miller or the
Santa Fe had a bad fall while trying
to board the train of the "Last Days
of Pompeii" outfit, which was pulling
Into the San Bernardino yards.
He
missed his footing on the front end
of the car, being thrown to the ground
In such fashion that his head fell
against the Journal box, narrowly
missing the wheels, and it was some
time before he recovered consciousness.
The report of the Northern Pacific
railway company for the year ended
June 30, shows gross earnings of
$50,722,886, an increase of $4,198,311,
and net earnings of $22,313,127, an increase of $1,485,871. After the payment of interest, rentals, dividends
and $3,000,000 for additions and
there was a surplus for the
year of $3,276,241, an increase of

r.

ex-an- d

R. A. Moore, who arrived in Las
'Vegas from the city of Mexico late.y
to visit hts brother J. E. Moore, was
employed on that division of the San
ta Fe as conductor a little over five
years ago and Is well known In that
city. He will spend a month or so
at Las Vegas recuperating his health,
'which was greatly impaired through
'poisoning about six months ago, from
bating some canned food.

'

me-not- a,

four-palm-

-

.

1

The Southern Pacific and Santa Fe
railroads have practically completed
their estimates on the orange crop In
southern California, and from the railroad figures thus far at hand the crop
the coming season, commencing November 1st, will be 30,000 cars in the
seven southern counties of California,
or practically the same as last year's
crop, together with the 2,000
cars
from the northern part of the state.

Mul-'linl-

x

has been with the Santa Fe at
Pittsburg, Kansas, in the same capacity he fills at Raton.

The biggest deal in the history of
Winnipeg, Man., so far as railroads
are concerned, is on the eve of consummation. The project involves the
location of terminals for the Great
Northern and Northern Pacific lines
in the heart of the city, the depot to
be only one "block from the city hall.

first the Moffatt road
into Denver over its
own tracks, and the new depot now
under construction will also be completed by that time. The depot will
By December
will be running

and

Car Inspector Williams, for the
Santa Fe, at San Bernardino, lost his
wife iby pneumonia, she being but '30
years of age. Three little boys are
thus left motherless.
The signal system of the Santa Fe
yards Is bein replaced by a new system at Raton!
In Illinois $10,000 is the legal cost
to a railroad for the loss of a lite.

NEW CHIEF

OF BANKERS

:'.'vf-.-?k- .

4

f3

man-tiamu-

No Man Stronger Than His

Stomach-L- et

Mi-o-n-

is your vital center.
No man U stronger than his stomach.
Every organ of tho body Is sustained and nourished by food which
is converted into nutrition in the
stomach and conveyed to every part
of the system In the form of blood.
For this reason, when the stomach
and is
U strengthened with
able to convert the food Into nour

a

TRADE

WEST

Officers Elected and Thai
Section of New Mexico Will
v

OTHER

RAILROAD AVENUE
BETWEEN

'.SEtOND

THIRD STREETS

Be Advertised.
IMPORTANT

HAPPENINGS

Special Corresfoiidence.
22. "You
Estancla, N. M..
can't saw wool with a hammer," is
the suggestive motto of the recently
organized Est.ncia board of trade,
and that Is Ju-- t the kind of people
who are fast sMtling up the Estancla
valley, and wlo will make Torrance
county within i few years the banner
county In the lest state in the Union.
The officers of the new board are F.,
E. Dunlavy, pesident: H. B. Hawk-Insvice presiient; Wm. Mcintosh,
treasurer; J. I. Norrls, secretary; It.
A. Bond, A. H. Harnett, John W. Cor-bot- t,
William Oregg. J. R. Walsh,
James Walker and John McUilllvray,
directors. In alditlon to this there is
an organlzatlor known as the Estancla Valley Development association,
organized with i wider scope with the
same purposes In view, and between
the two, if anything good gets
around Torramo county, it will have
to hurry.
The affairs o' tho first annual Torrance county hir have been closed,
and the maid n effort of the new
county was a success In every way.
With the paynvnt of the check from
fair association,
the Albuqucrqto
will be met. and
every obligatbn
there will be mmey left. In addition,
will
have a
the next assocatlon
handsome, coninodiotis grand stand,
paid for to begin with. Part of the
exhibit was brought back from Albuquerque and is 'low on display In the
county clerk's oflce, where It attracts
a great deal ol attention from eastern people whose Idea of New Mexico's possibility are somewhat confused.
Estancla is enjoying something of a
building boom aid will soon begin to
assume a metropolitan aspect. Milton Dow Is filllrg a long felt want by
y
hotel'
erecting a molern
building with a water works system
of its own. Anong the other good
buildings In curse of construction,
James Walker Is building a hollow
cement block lusiness house on the
This
corner north of the postoffice.
will be the first house of the kind In
the valley, but there will be others
to follow.
While univertal regret Is expressed
at the failure of the Enterprise Na
tional bank of Pennsylvania, the
bank which was so closely identified
with the Santa Fe Central railroad
there is a geneial feeling of thankful
ness that the Santa Fe company did
not buy the road. That some of the
big companies win ultimately get con
trol of this road seems Inevitable, but
it is hoped that it will not be the
Santa Fe, for in that event the" Santa
Fe Central would probably never
amount to much more than it Is now
.
Estancla now has a money order
postoffice. which, in the absence of
banking facilities, is a great con
venience, and it should have come a
long time ago.
F. E. Dunlavy and A. H. Oarnett
have formed a partnership for the
purpose of conducting a hardware, Implement and fwnlture business, and
are erecting a new store building on
the lot north of the Dunlavy Mer
cantile company. Mr. Garnett will
have charge of the business, and their
first consignment of goods, a car load
of stoves, is expected in a few days.
The Santa Fe Central has been taxed to lti fullest capacity the last few
weeks, hauling oUt lambs to feeding
quarters in Colorado, Kansas and NeSheep are bringing better
braska.
prices now than for many years, and
of course the sheep men are happy.
Col. George W. Harbin, of Waterloo, Iowa, who Is locating a colony
of old soldiers in the Estancla valley,
is here now looking after the interests of the colony. They will locate
north of Estancla, near Mcintosh station.
Capt. J. A. Corbett of Medford, Oklahoma, is visiting his son, John W.
Corbett. He was so favorably Impressed with the country and climate
that he has decided to make his visit
permanent, and has filed a homestead at Mountainair, where he will
make his future home.
Mrs. Cowgili and daughter, of Carthage, Mo., who have been visiting
the former's sister, Mrs. A. H. Garnett, has goue to lxs Angeles to
spend the winter. Before leaving, Mr.
Cowgili filed a homestead near Mountainair and they will return In tlfo
spring to make their home In the Estancla valley.
New settlers are coming Into the
Estancla valley on almost every train
and tho old familiar covered wagon
is headed this way from every direction. At the rate new people are coming it will not be very long until
good claims vacant will be hard to
ttnd. Grass Is good.
All who have
planted have raised good crops, there
Is more work than ther are people
to do it, and altogether, tho peopie
over hero are feeling pretty good
over th6 outloow.
"Dilp, drip, drip, nil everywhere"
Detter cook with safe gas.

Remember

,

"''

The GLOBE STORE
0
0

V3
UNTIL THURSDAY NIGHT
COTTON RAISED

Evening Citizen Wants!

AT ANTHONY, N. M.

One Cent Per Word for Each

T

The Campbell System Used
to Good Advantage in Its
Cultivation
MES1LLA VALLEY

IN THE

two-sKor-

Under the Campbell system of plant
culture, J. S. Houser has chieved ex
tremely gratifying results on hia
ranch at Anthony, Dona Ana county.
as products now on exhibition at the
Kl l'aso chamber
of commerce testify, nays the Herald.
The most interesting part of the exhibit is several bolls of cotton. Mr.
Houser grew less than an acre of the
cotton, but he delares that the results were altogether satisfactory,
and he proposes to devote a large
acreage to cotton culture next year.
The cotton gives an abundant yield.
Although the stalks are rather small,
they average fourteen bolls to the
stalk, where Texa cotton averages
twelve bolls.
In the exhibit from Mr. Houser's
ranch there Is a large and evidently
luscious cantaloupe, as well as a few
ears of cora, large and plump.
The cotton, melon and corn were
brought to the city by H. M. Mundy,
who made a trip to Anthony.
This is Mr. Houser's first year at
Anthony, and he is enthusiastic over
the outcome of bis experiments. He
came to Anthony from the Sacramento valley in California, where he
has grown all the products of that
fertile valley.
The Campbell system, which has
1een employed by Mr. Houser, doea
not need Irrigation. The ground Is
plowed to a great depth and during
the 'rainy season, absorbs moisture
freely. The ground is then covered
with a light, sandy loam to a depth
sufficient to protect the moisture from
evaporation.
The moisture supplies
the roots throughout the season. Mr.
Houser says that any time during the
season there Is mud at a few inches
beneath the surface.
So sanguine is Mr. Houser of the
possibility of raising a wide variety
of products in New Mexico, that he
declares he will attempt next year
the growth of the Washington naval
orange.
Mr. Houser's exhibit will be shown
Mining conduring the American
gress.
"We hope that agriculturists in
general will bring in their products
for us to exhibit during the American Mining congress, November 14
to 18." said W. S. Tilton. secretary
of the chamber of commerce, tnis
morning. "We wish to show to the
visitors a representative exhibit of
the products of the ranches near El
Paso."
"Mr. Houser's success seems to
promise great things for the El Paso
valley, if the Campbell system
is
generally adopted," he said, referring
to tho exhibit from Anthony. "The
annual rainfall in this district has
been Inadequate for cultivation.
This
system conserves the moisture
for
use whenever needed."

p.
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SAVED

Insrrlon

ads far this Mima
st be la the office More
sane caret ol attcatioa that la f ton to ads breath

i e'cVxk
attica.

FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully
furnished rooms, with eastern and
southern exposure, in private home.
Bath. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
LOST.
gold watch, with
LOST Open-facHAPOOODS (Inc.), Brala Broken
bracelet attached,
between First
and Arno streets. Finder please re917 Chemical Building, St. Lout
turn to this office.
WANTED
FOR 6ALE
WANTED Clean rage. inquire at FOR SALE Gentle saddle or driving
The Citizen office.
horse. Address, A. D. Johnson.
WAITED rbree palntera, highest FOR SALE, Lot, one block from Sec-on- d
wages. C. A. Hudson.
ward school; only $200. N.
Peach & Co., 2084 West Gold aveWANTED Girl to asBlst with cook-innue.
and housework. 315 South Third

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU
Manr men fall to rocced throngh tack of opportunity. W lack tha right men to till hunlrela or high
opportunttiea now on our Uata. We have
frade Clerical,
Technical and Salesman positions par-In- n
from ,1,000 to t0uOa rear which must be tilled at
once. If yon want to better your condition write for
plan and booklet. Offlcet in 12 cities.

g

street.

WANTED First class coat maker.
Wm. Glaesner, No. 208 West Gold
avenue.
WANTED
Boarders and roomers. H.
O. Eckers, corner Third street and
Mountain road.
WANTED Plain sewing; chlldreus'
clothing a .specialty. No. 619 West
Railroad avenue.
WANTED Boarders with rooms, cor-ne- r
of Third street and Mountain
road. H. O. Eckers.
WANTED A five or
house; state location and
price. Address, L. M. Bentz, City.
WANTED A boy about 17 or 18 years
of age, to work in billiard hall. Inquire at 115 West Railroad avenue.
WANTED Ladles to bring their hair
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
kinds done to order. 113 Iron avenue
WANTED Five or six carpenters to
apply on the Sandoval job, east of
the railway shops, at once. J. W.
McQuade.
W1ANTED Installment collector for
merchandise accounts; good salary
and expenses. Address, Manager,
p. u. Hox 1027, I'miaaeipnia, fa.
Gentlemen a second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First atreet,
eouth of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED I want a good local agent
in every city In New Mexico and
Arizona for the famous Bllckensder-fe- r
Typewriter.
Write for terms
and agency contract. F. J. Houston,
general agent for New Mexico and
Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
fur-nish-

six-roo-

d

MALE

KELP WANTED.

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

on

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ar high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and Btrictly private. t Time:
Ona
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and see ua be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
MERCHANT" TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER

NO.

AVENUE,
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
RAILROAD

209 WEST
O. BAM

Mr merchant tailoring ahop la upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad, avenue, where I solicit tha patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
claBS, as I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suite made
to order. . Clothea cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINL

I
PAY THE
HIGHEST CASH
YOUR
FOR
RAILROAD
PRICE
TICKETS. 8EE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
114
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

WANTED Men to learn barber trade,
Moler's System College, Los An- CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
geles.
BONDS.
FEMALE HELP.
WANTED Idy assistant for branch
office; established business; $18 paid
weekly. No investment required.
Position permanent.
Previous experience not essential. Address,
Branch Superintendent, Como block,
Chicago.
FOR RENT

FORRnNT

iroisth'oardTTi'S

South Third street.
FOR RENT Isovely furnished room,
and fine board, at 5UG South Arno

street.

POIt BIO NT
Two furnished rooms
Inquiie at
for light housekeeping.
TICKET.
oflO North Broadway.
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. FOlt eHK.N'T Six room, modern house,
clo.-in, to be let from November 1.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
Apply to V. F. Trotter.
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
Nice room, everything
114
CHEAP.
WEST
RAILROAD FOR KENT
new and pleasant. 41a North Sec-onAVENUE.
$5 TO S10

ON EVERY

The county commissioners of the
county of Bernalillo, in the territory
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated July
1, 1895, Issued in two series, known
aa A and B, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both inclusive, of series A,
and 139 bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, mutt be presented
for payment at the Chemical National
hank in the city of New York, or at
the office of N. W. Harris & company,
in the city of Chicago, 111., on or before the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that Interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS. Clerk.

street.

AN AWFUL

CH0FULA INHERITANCE
-

John M. Hamilton, of Hoopetton,
Elected President by the National
Bankers' Association.
III.,

Plana to Get Rich
are often frustrated by sudden breakdowns, due to dyspepsia or constipation. Brace up and take Dr. Klng'i
New Life PI1U. They take out the
ishment, all other organs soon be materials that are clogging your encome well. This explains many cured ergies, and give you a new start. Cure
of heart, liver or kidney diseases in headache and dizziness, too. At all
Is used.
the cases where
drug stores; 25c, guaranteed.
It is the must wonderful health
restorer known, and is sold by J. H.
A Selling of Opera Coata.
O'Reilly & Co. under an absolute
Greatest bargains ever offered In
guarantee that It costs nothing unless afternoon and evening coats, at tha
it restores health. Just one little Golden Rule Dry Goods company. See
tablet out of a 60 cent box of
window display.
for a few days, and you will soon see
a great improvement in your health.
GOETZ'8 PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

Strengthen Your Digestive System,
The stomach

a

BOARD OF

Do You Want Strength?
Neatly furnished rooms; If you want to Increase your strength
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West you must add to and not take from the
Kallroad avenue.
physical. In other words, the food
FOR KENT Two elegant rooms, suit- that you eat must be digested, asslm
able for man and wife. 415 North ilated and appropriated by the nerves
Second street. Board if preferred. blood and tissues before being ex
FOR KENT Two very desirable rooma pelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy
with electric lights, for light house- apepsla Cure adds to the physical. It
keeping.
Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, gives strength to and builds up
corner of Broadway and Iron ave- strength In the human system. It is
pleasant to the taste and palatable
nue.
food combination of
FOTI RENT Furnished
rooms for and the only wilj
digest the food and
that
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corthe system to appropriate all of
ner ot Sixth street and Railroad enable
qualiIts health and strength-givinavenue.
ties. Sold by all druggists.
A
sunny
room,
FOR KENT
furnished
with bath, electric lights, singly or
use
of
kitchen. 228 North
with
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Walter street.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSApartments in Park
FOlt RENT
FER STABLES
View terrace, eight rooms each; Horses and Mules bought and exH.
modern equipment throughout.
changed.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second atreet, between Railroad and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished fiats
Copper avenues.
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct,
YD
W.
cor. Iron ave. and John st.
CONTRACTOR
AND
BUILDER.
rooms,
Two
large
FOR KENT
store
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
Office and Factory
suitable for hotel purposes, with
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
large yard in rear and all necessary outhouses. Everything new and
Albuquerque, N. M.
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner ot
j Phones, Auto. 108; Colo.,
Broadway an! Marquette avenue.
Black 165.

FOH KENT

n

THE VITAL CENTER

IO0(

1

S. W. Mulllnlx, the new master me- "chauic at the Santa Fe shops at Ra
ton, has arrived and will fill the position recently left vacent by the resignation of E. P. Barnes. Mr.

'be a combination, car, passenger
freight, and will cost $50,000.

MONDAY, OCT. 23, 1905.

ESTANCIA ORGANIZES

HEALTH

Increases the pleasures of life a hundred fold while bad health brings
nothing but suffering and discontent.
If you're sickly, we urge you to build
of the producer, the consumer and to up and strengthen the system by usthe transportation companies as well, ing
If there could be an early decision
HOSTETTER'S
It
secured In the highest tribunal.
Is particularly desirable because contracts between railroads and private
STOMACH BITTERS
car owners, which provide the refrigHundreds of sickly people have acerator cars for the shipment of fruits,
meats and vegetables are expiring, cepted this advice and are now well
and sevenfl of the railroads have sig- and hearty. It Is the best health
nified their Intention of following the .Taker b"fore the public and always
example of the Michigan Central rail- cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Costive-ness- ,
road, which did not renew Its contract
Poor Appetite, Female Ills, or
with the Armour car lines company, Malaria. Try it.
but put Its own refrigerator cars Into
service.
Fe for several weeks, and It Is said
that one of the most Important has
TO AVOID FUTURE
This agreement
been consummated.
AND COSTLY ACCIDENTS. Is that the trains of each company
Passengers at the San Bernardino will run on the same track through
Santa Fe station will now be able to the Gila Canyon, which has been
proceed boldly to the cars from the made famous bv the extensive litiga
depot even in the darkest night, a tion that both companies have en-- !
gang of workmen having graded down gaged In concerning the right of way
the south side of the platform so as through that part of the territory.
to do away with the high step against
The parents of Sam Schubert, the
which wagons and busses were wont
to back up. The reason for the altter-atio- theatrical manager, who was injured
In the depot platform was furn1 mortally In the wreck of the Pennlshed about a year ago or more, when sylvania railroad's Chicago express
some passenger, leaving a train at last May, have brought suit in the
night and hurrying to the electric car United States clrcwlt court fir $200,-00- 0
In Third street, stepped off the plat
against the railroad company, alforra a"d received sundry injuries leging that negligence on the part of
dam-cos- t,
whlch were ma(le he basis, of
the company caused their son's death.
t against the Santa Fe, the suit The suit Is one of several others a
ae 8llll
Pending,
gregating $000,000, and growing out of
,,eln8
tiro same wreck.

ENTIRELY ACROSS CANADA.
Canada Is to have three traaseon-tinrnta- l
railroads three trunk lines
between the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. It now has one, the Canadian
The Canadian Northern alPacific.
ready has about J.&iK) miles In operation and Is reaching out rapidly In
both directions, while the Grand
Trunk Pacific, which Is practically
the name as the Grand Trunk railroad, has recently received from the
Canadian government nn extraordinary concession for a third line irom
Moncton, New Brunswick, to Port
Simpson, on the Pacific, with permission to linild to Dawson, In the territory of Yukon. It Is a remarkable
proposition In many respects, and It
Is endorsed by the vote of the people
a well as an act of parliament.
You can see the tenents of the construction gangs from the car windows
on the Canadian Pacific In the province of Manitoba, where the two
lines run parallel and very close together for about 3m miles. The Dominion government is building the
track east of Winnipeg, having started construction in three different
places: and when it Is completed
from Winnipeg It will be leased to the
Grand Trunk company for fifty years
at a rental of 3 per cent upon actual
pavments to begin seven years
arter construction. To assist the con- etructlon west of Winnipeg, the gOT- eminent furnishes a free right of way,- VERDICT FOR $10,000 DAMACFA
and guarantees the interest nd prlnclpnl on bonds to the amount of 75 AWARDED AT EL PASO TO ARper cent of the actual cost of the
THUR D. PAN KY AGAINST THE
read, not to exceed $13,000 a mile.
SANTA FE.
TO BEAUTIFY RAILWAY
Arthur D. Pankv waa elven ft ver- STATIONS WITH FLOWERS, viict for $10,000 damages against the
The Santa Fe management has de- - 'Santa Fe Railway hy a Jury in the
cided that its city ticket offices, de- - 'federal court at 111 Paso the other v
pots and gardens around the stations enlng. Panky sved for $20,000.
along the gulf line shall be beautified
The case was on trial all day. Pan-wit- h
flowers and ferns and plants. J. y was formerly in the employ of
I). Pruessner has been engaged to su- - the company as fireman and while
s
perintend the placing of plants and taking water at a water tank at
in the city ticket offices at ton, Dona Ana county, was caught
Galveston,
Houston, Dallas,
Fort 'around the neck by the chain of the
Worth and other points; also at the 'spout and seriously and permanently
depots and in the garden spots at the Injured,
various stations along the lines, es-- ,
peclally at Gainesville, where a large NEW CARS FOR THE
garden is being nursed and where It!
SOUTHERN PACIFIC,
is intended visitors to Texas will re- - The Southern Pacific will improve
sunny
Impressions
early
of
Its
reive
"coaster" train, the train runnlnn!
Texas immediately after crossing the between Los Angeles and San
PetSuperintendent
General
Cisco, by putting on four, new parlor
tibone has charge of this feature ana 'cars. These cars, which are built on
Is taking unusual Interest in the gar- - the latest pattern, will have thlrty-de- n
two seats In. the main apartment,
work.
The Uuion station at Galveston in- - while the drawing room will be large
laugurated the scheme of beautifying tnough for the accommodation of six
the station with plants and palms and passengers. The cars will also be
ferns and under the very capable care built with the late design of obsorva-o- f
Capt. P. J. Farrell. station master, tion platform, enabling passengers to
ia one of the most cheerful, inviting admire the scenery without being
attractive stations in the country, posed to. the dust of the road or
the smiling city passenger clemencies of the weather.
There
and ticket agent will greet the patron will be two of the cars on each train,
through
blooming
forgetof the road
and the schedule from San Francisco
s
golden ferns and imported to Los Angeles will be held at
beauty,
placed
of rare
careless- teen hours.
ly here and there on the counters of
the office.
CHEROKEE CENTRAL WILL
USE GASOLINE MOTORS.
CLEVER JAPS HAVE
The Oklahoma
Cherokee Central
BUILT ELECTRIC LINE. railroad is being rapidly constructed
The opening of the Hanshin electric now between Chelsea, I. T., and
between Kobe and Osaka wata, I. T., and already fifteen miles
marked a great advance in electric of grading has been .done between
traction In Japan, it beins fie first these two points. Some difficulty has
line constructed in that country, tD been experienced 4n getting teams
connect two large cities. This railway and laborers on this route.
It is eats operated by the electric overhead tlmated that train service will be
system, with 1.600 klolwatt tabllshed between Chelsea and No.
ateam power, and ecvers a Jittie more wata in the early spring, and by the
than lb miles. There are in usn ut first part of next summer the
18 cars, which wete made by vice will be extended to Bartlesvllle.
the Nippon Sharyo Sclio Kaiyba of Passenger coaches are to be- operated
Nagoya. Japan, from a sample car 1m- - by gasoline motors in the day time
ported from tin Uuued States. Tno and freight trains by regular loco-car- s
are well made, and have a seat- - motives at night.
Ing capacity of about 50. The rails '
were imported from Pittsburg, Pa., HEAVY BAGGAGE CLAIMS
sand the electric motors from Schenec-- .
MADE BY RICH PEOPLE,
tady, N. Y. Besides the difleience of The claims department of the Lake
10
fare, which it
cents on the tram Shore railroad . has Just completed
and 17 cents third class and 60 cents paying the damage claims arising
first class on the steam cars, the elec-'ou- t
of the wreck of the eighteen
trie cars run every 12 tnlutes, against hour train at Mentor. The baggage
every hour on the steam railway, and claims amounted to nearly $50,000,
have 30 stopping places as against 3. and among the largest which was
whole, it is more than prob- - paid was one for $7,000, to Mrs. Sam-bl- e
,Oi the
that the new line of cars will uel Insull, for the loss of her. nine
cause a very considerable diminution trunks. Another large claim was paid
In the receipts of the government rail- - to Mrs. Levy Mayer; It was said to
way between the two cities.
The be almost $3,000. Mrs. Insull ex- amount or paid up capital in this com- plained her large claim by saying
pany is $742,500.
that she was on her way to Europe
to spend the summer, and that in the
GLOBE EXPRESS COMPANY
nine trunks she was taking were
TO SUE EQUALIZERS. many housekeeping utensils as well
Cutting off $70,000 In valuation for as clothes
he Santa Fe railroad, by elimlnat-Ing the appraisement of the refrig-- j D. M. Parry of Indianapolis, sug- terating cars as a separate assessment, gesta that instead of freight rates be- fjolnts, says the Denver Republican, ing referred to the Interstate Com- At the time is was contemplated merce Commission, there be created
the attorneys of the Denver & Rio a bureau of interstate transportatiou,
tlrande railroad threatened that if the as an adjunct to the Department of
Santa 'Fe was given such a discrim- - Commerce and Labor, presided over
.nation that it would ask to have the by a commissioner, who shall have In
tassessment of $luo,000 against the charge all differences arising between
tllobe Express company considered shippers and the railroads. If these
the same way.
differences cannot be adjusted by the
The Globe Express stock is owned commissioner and his assistants the
iy the railroad and is operated as an resolution suggests that they be car- VuaUiary
corporation.
The tax ried before a special court of trans- agents and attorneys of the Santa Fe portation. the Judges of which shall
represented mat refrigerating tar
their entire time to the ad
equipment was accounted for in Its judication of such differences.
Regular schedule, although the business is managed by a company with
If current reports are relied upon,
U nominal capital, and the board re- debenture bondholders of the Wabash
duced the valuation $70,000 under the are to be large gainers by the recent
bmount originally fixed in April. The contest wageii for the control of the
lllobe Express has given notice that property, li has been reported that
s
these bondholders have been assured
It will apply to the courts for a
to compel the board to vacate that their claims for Interest earned
the assessment against it on the and not paid will bo recognized by
time grounds. Other companies of the management, and that a plan of
the same nature are likely to Join in adjustment will lie announced soon
this and the assessment may be held which will cany with it an arrange,
tip thereby.
ment for the payment of such interest, either in bonds or cash within
the next four months.
EARLY DECISIONS DESIRED
ON PRIVATE CAR LINES.
A member of the Interstate ComThere have-'beevarious railroad
merce Commission is quoted as say- deals In the course of incubation being that it will be to the best interest tween the Southern Pacific and Santa

CITIZEN

While it rs trur that Scrofula may be acquired under certain conditions,
It is usually inheri'.ed. Parents who are related by the ties of blood, or who
have a consumptive tendency, or family blood taint of any character, are sure
to transmit it to their children in the form of Scrofula. Swollen glands,
brittle bones, poor digestion, weak
Scrofula, and about BTn
ejts, uurrii, emaciated bodies and I inherited
.uttered intensely from
r.
general weak constitutions are the It. Tried every doctor available at
exueuse.
Brent
but arrew ranidlv worse:
diswhich
ways
the
principal
in
fact, had given up all hope ot beiuir
ease is manifested.
The blood has in
cured, and as a dyiuyr man will grasp at
by my
straw, I was persuaded
been diseased from birth, and being in abrother,
my will, to try
much
this condition cannot properly nour 8.S. 8. After taking- six bottles, 1 felt a
chanire for the better. I con
ish the body and Scrofula is the re- - wonderful
tiuued to take it for about six months,
Suit. A hereditary disease like tUlS taking in all about fifteen bottles,
entirely cured me.
canoniy oe readied, ny a constitu- - which
Montgomery, Va. W. H. STOCKTON.
v.juuia
liunai iiriueuy mill iiuw,,"
S. S. S. as a cure for it. It cleanses and strengthens the deteriorated blood,
drives out all scrofulous ami tulivrcutar deposits, and there is a gradual but
sure return to health, b. S. S. supplies to the
anaemic, lifeless blood the properties necessary
to build back to strong, robust health, and does
this gently and so thoroughly that no signs of
the disease are ever seen in after life. Being
PURELY VEGETABLE. purely vegetable . S. S. is the best remedy for
Scrofula; its harmless but healinir ingredients
enter into the circulation and replace wax - like, bloodless faces with vigorous
strength glowing with health. Book with information about Scrofula and
medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
-
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C0UY

COLFAX

ARE NOW MERCILESS

GOAL BARONS

EVENING CITIZEN
N. PEACH

WHERE THEY WERE LENIENT
DaveArguillo Shoes Francisco
Garcia Who Wa; Unarmed

Automatic 'phone, 635. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

!

By Jessie M. Partlon.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Oct. 23. "A couple
of million dollars is deposited to the
order of the I'nitod Mine Workers In
natiour.l l.aulis. That Is our strike
fund. This was t'ne InfoniJt'ti.i given
me by a union official of antnraclte

S

f

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC
V4

Wholesale Grocers

Meat Market

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street.

All Kinds of Fresh

'7

-

208

THIRD STREET

and Harmess.
NOW

IN JAIL A RATON

B. A. SLEYSTER
From Trinidad Advert err Oct. 20.
INSURANCE;
REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
Twice a murderer, live Arguillo Is
safely behind the barsof the Colfax
PUBLIC.
district NO. 1.
county jail In Raton wth Indications Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Any one yio has seen tho penury
Automatic Telephone, 174.
that he will pay the fnalty of his
end squalor of the miners' homes
double crime with hishvn worthless
would wonder that they could raise
life.
f
'
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
fooo.
While resisting arret on Johnson
"It's very liitle." he etri'.ed grimly.
mesa, eighteen miles jbelow Raton.
0
JOE RICHARDS
CIGARS
Thursday, Arguillo sh and killed
Francisco Garcia, a dtjuty sheriff.
113
W. Railroad Avenue.
The murderer was rkltig with a
threshing crew when Gicla approached and attempted his afest. Arguillo
PIONEER BAKERY
pulled a gun and shotGara twice,
SIMON HAULING, Proprietor.
once In the head anJ once In the
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
body, causing almost Instant death. WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
The treshing crew IniiediHtely disWe desire patronage and we guararmed him and held hti prisoner un- antee first
baking.
til Sheriff I.ittrell arrjed 'mm Ra- 207 S. Firstclass
Albuquerque.
Street.
ton and placed him untor
arArg'tillos
The crime for whlcti
rest was sourM was he
murder of
Ceb Dassart at
I .
Bowen, in July 1903. Mrs. Dassart
$25 California $25
half-lreeMpxlcan
was a handsorr
girl, 19 years of Re. She bad only
Second Class Colonist Rates
been married a short lime, and was
residing with her husund at Bowen.
I Arguillo, who was als married,
be
Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
came infatuated withjMrs. Dassart,
nd he became so anloylng to he
that she finally told Mrs. Arguillo.
Stopovers allowed In CaliWhen the latter spoke o her husband
ery, and durfornia. , For particulars, call
aoout it he became
ing the altercation Mrs.
s;uillo
on any agent.
struck Tier husband onjthe head with
H. S. LUTZ,
sugar
a
byvi.
Agent
J. J. BYRNE.
A short time later Agulllo went to
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.
the home of Mrs. Dasart and fired
three shots, one bull entering her
.
heart, causing instant, ilea! h. Several
'
t olin. a- ' "
baawRswmnaB
parties heard the shs, but before
Investlgat?, the murder
they could
Established In 1882
had taken to the hlllsanV escaped.
PER DAY
"BREAKETt ROYS," GREETING THE PAY CAR. THEY GET FROM SIXTY CENTS TO
&
G.
(Note As will be en. this crime
IN THE UPPER PICTURE IS A MINER'S WIDOW AND HER CHILDREN. THE TWO OLDER BOYS WORK
was committed last Thursday, but Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
IN A "BREAKER."
still it did not appear n the Morning
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
s
of print"We must have a great deal more store he is given a "chamber" where a flimsy wooden house of five rooms, Journal, which
boden'g Granite Flour.
of
cars
boasting
gaudy
many
four
or
paint
out
get
with
can
the
he
and
forget
ing
three
'how
You
occurs,
the
news
i
when
until
than that.
luxury
the
and
a
porch.
laborers
a
no
The
of
day.
He
a
front
has
will
Monday,
coal
people
have
this,
although
of
all
mornlnl
thousands
never
make door bell like a fire gong on his front the papers of Colorado especially Id
miners
other means ef existence than a pit- "company"
tance from this fund, once a strike enough money to get away from the door. However, he is an object of cities where dallies ar published, had
company store, where they are given some distrust among his fellows, who the news the day following the shoot
Is called."
seem to think he must have been un- - ing nnd killing. Prohbly had the
Where did it come from? I will tell credit.
I have found only one miner In this j duly favored by the company to enjoy scissor man on the Miming Journal
you. It came from hundreds of batsuch prosperity.
seen the article beforaand he would HUlsboro Creamery Butter Beet on
tered tin coffee pots, from the gay district who owns his own home
Earth.
placed a Raton or a Trinidad
bave
flowered handkerchiefs worn by the
date on It and attempts to palm said Orders Solicited.
Hungarian women; from the disused
Free Delivery,
article off on Its readeB as fresh tel.
sugar bowls In every tiny cabin In the KISS IDA J. McCUNE
POLLY PRIMROSE"
"THE
egraph,"
Peodirect
from tie wires.
214 South Second Street.
whole anthracite region.
ple these days are no so easily deMARRIED IN R0SWELL
They've Hoarded It.
ceived,
ON THE BOARDS AT THE ELKS'
&
Penny by penny It has been
SATURDAY, OCTO
THEATER
hoarded all these years the miner? TO JESSE J. WILLIAMSON THE
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
WHO
IS
PEERESS
A
AP
BER 28.
have been at work. Buying only the
BRIDE FORMERLY RESIDED IN
LOANS
actual necessities of a bare existence,
Automatic phone 451.
EVANGELIST ALSO
CITY.
THIS
When
Miss
Carol Arden, "The
the miners of all classes, conditions
Room 10 N. T. Armljo Building.
Polly Primrose" In the play of that
and nationalities have dispensed with
Miss
Williamson
and
J.
Mr.
Jesse
their little luxuries to swell this deCLARK ViLLE PRODUCE CO
title, comes to the Elks' opera house,
fense fund. The men have done with- Ida J. McCune were united In mar It Is likely
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
part
to
make
of
the
the
out tobacco, the children have gone riage at noon today, the ceremony be
Wholesale and Retail
without that precious nickel's worth ing performed at the home of the just graduated college girl even more
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
of candy twice a month on pay days
was
famous
by
nvade
than
it
the
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
505 splendid
impersonations
the women have denied themselves bride's brother, W. G. McCuhe, at
of Adlatde
602 South First Street Both Phones
sugar in their strong black ttti all West Seventh street, by Rev. ,S. R. Thurston. It is a clever society role
41 r?.?:-'-5fei'-'for the cause.
Twltty, In the presence of only in that calls for a high order of talent,
Many of these men and women will mediate relatives of the bride. This and there are some why say that Miss
as a sur Arden excels Mrs. De Keyes, the sonever live to see the day when they announcement will com
riRE
will receive a jiiBt return for their prise to a majority of the people of ciety star or the American stage, in
INSURANCE.
labor. Hundreds of them, Italians, Roswell, just at this time, although some respects, while her peer in all
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
others. In "Polly Primrose" she is
Hungarians and Slavs, but dimly un- some knew of the plans.
tion. Office at J. C Raldrldge's Lum
The wedding was a pretty one, al at her best. Mr. Justice, the Carllle
derstand what a strike means. "The
ber yard.
The of the play, has received a wide dis- Time of the Long Starvation" they though devoid of formalities.
strike of 1902. McCune home was beautifully deco- - tinction in many roles and the sup- call the
TOTI A OR API
company has been chosen
But In some way they realize it is to rated in flowers, the parlor in chrys porting
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
help themselves and their fellows, anthemums and the dinlnR room in with equal skill and care by Manager
Grain and Fuel.
and they are anxious to turn in their roses, palms and ferns. Just before Williamson.
An evening of rare enjoyment is asmeager savings to the general fund.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
time for the wedding Miss Elizabeth
nd Cigars. Place your orders for
Reese of Ellda, formerly of this city, sured to the public when the performMaking It Up.
begins
"O Promise Me," and at twelve ance of the pretty war drarri
this line with us.
The. increase in wages received by Bang
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Miss Percy Mclntlre at the piano at the Elks' opera house on Saturday,
the miners under the award of the struck
wedding October 28.
up
Lohengrin's
strike commission has been more march. The couple
Into the
than wiped out by the increased cost parlor and to a placemarched
beneath an ex- EIGHT INDICTMENTS RETURNED
REDUCED PRICES
of living. Where the operators were quisite
This is the English Countess Tan
floral arch, where with the
lenient before, they have become mer- ring service
kervllle, who Is speakiig at open air On Dental Work. Plates, 18.00;
were
couple
united
the
Grand Jury for the First Judicial Dis- revival meetings In Shropshire.
Gpld Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
ciless.
Rents for the "company"
the soft strains of the Flower
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
trict Court for San Juan County
houses were advanced $1 and $2 on forever,
Song
while.
all
being
audible
the
Finds True Bills.
60c. All guaranteed.
each house shacks hardly fit for pig
The bride wore a beautiful gown of
pens.
mousseline, and. carried onue
On the sixth day of the First JudiParis
HOME MADE PICCALILLI
Coal, 'that formerly was sold to roses. It was to the music of Lohen- cial district court for San Juan counAND
the miners at reduced rates, is held grin's march that the couple with- ty, Judge John R. McFie presiding, if
(T
SARATOGA
at $3.50 a ton and up, and the miners' drew to the dining room, followed by in seslon at Aztec, 'the grand Jury has IT
AT
wives and children are arrested for the wedding party, and after a love returned the following additional InZEIGER'S CXFE- picking .up coal on the culm banks.
song by Miss Mclntlre the wedding dictments:
,
Owing "to President Roosevelt's"1n-tercesslon- , dinner was served. Roswell Record.
Frank Dodson, et al, violation of
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
(Note. The bride resided in this Sunday law.
the miners are no longer
17, N. T. Armljo Building.
engaged with the proviso that they city about three or four years ago,
Room
George Salmon, disfiguring a bull.
of
Piles.
For All Kinds
must trade at the company's store. and while here taught voice culture.
Edward Dodson, violation of Sun- To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
But when a miner of the better class, She also took part in several church day law.
cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
a contract miner, is found spending entertainments and was quite popuSamuel Redlnger, violation of Sun- bolls, sores, tetter, eczema and all
money at an outside store, he is given lar. The groom Is an agent for the day law.
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWitt's The Fuehr Undertaking Compan
a bad place to work in the colliery. New York Lite Insurance company
Frank D.nlson, violation of Sunday Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
He puts In all his time picking "slag" ami nas resided at Kosweu lor tne law.
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
blind, bleeding. Itching and protruding
out of his coal and consequently can- past eight years. The Citizen exStops the pain instantly and
W. Cameron, larceny of a horse. piles.
C
307 West Railroad Avenue.
not make enough to live on. If he tends Its congratulations to the newly
cures permanently. Cot the genuine. Both 'Phones.
Frank Koentg, larceny.
Oay or Nigh
tuns an account with the "company" married couple.)
druggists.
by
S)ld
Koenig,
all
embezzlement.
Frank
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
IRRIGATION

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
When the Pump and Engine

F.

PRATT

CO.

BY

are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 6 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

The
1621-163-

Hendrie

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street,

9

DENVER, COLORADO

q
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Unredeemed Diamonds

can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; that means you buy diamonds right.
,
ri ntnnniia
When
' n " - vnu
' vou lillr
J
jww unw a. D A
'
" - " rltrht
Investment, that's as good aa government bonds. Diamonds Increase
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and increase
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trus
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
I
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SEVEN.

CO.
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REAL EST ATe DEALERS

MURDER CRIME

What Miners Gained by Strike Settle- ment Mai Been Wiped Out by the
i
Harsher Conditions Cost of Living
Increased The Strike Fund From
the Miners' Mites.

PAGE
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self-bast-

MELINI & EAKIN,

RANKIN

if.f 4sod.fi v

seven-month-

The Williams Dttig Co.

CO.

G. B.

A. E. WALKER,

117
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AVENUE,

33

53"

j.

J

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison.. Toaeka

Cut-o- ff

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry workt Try It and see how durable It tm.
Notice bow long it keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

NEWS

City Market
John

l&LT

V.

Abbott, Prop.

Only thm

Bet

Butter Meals, and Eggs
109 North Second St.

Santa Fe Railway
:

Thos. F. Kelcher

PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AN'I
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Hobes,
Horse lilankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years andj
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides ami
Pelts.
109
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Movin

2'i feet wide, with tieautiful Uke and public park and grand old shaile trees; public school bouse, cuttin New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holler mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; larwo wintry; three hotel,
Ni' w Mexico.
Its importance us a great commercial railroad city in the, ni ar future cannot be estimated.

AND SOUTH.
FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH
bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,
The lots offered are in the center of tho city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation I ; iki sand or gravel. We need a
modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, drug stole, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, F YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
ALL

first-clas-

YOU WANT THE

0

The Belen Town and Imorovement Comoanv Own the Belen Townsite
streets, with alleys
and
Of l.Hiiii business and resilience luis, si.e Cjx14 lift, laid out w'th broad
ing $lf,,MMi; churches. Commercial club; a population of l.'.nO Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment
restaurants, etc, Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, fljiir, wheat, wine, beans and bay hi Central

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Lino of the Santa Fe systemleading eat and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Me xico
,

SO

IN

SEASON.

, STo
&

TjTj

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
iq

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

Santa Fe Restaurant

StjSl2Sk.

aiara. rfiaia

OEETS 1FO

WEST RAILROAD

WHERE TO DINE W

atiirvTYTrtitttt

'vuissB"'

Proprietors.

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

s'

'iJimf
ssraiBw

and Cigar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

i

II' nor

Wholesale

s

Drayin

ShippiiT

FREIGHTS
once, you'll
Prices right;
there ain't no gougln'.
You have

call
By

us

again.

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

hrst-clas-
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Company
Imorovement
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The
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ANMOlNCtMENT!
Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Ague

Stillborn announces the opening of
studio iu rooms 35 30 Harnett block-Mi-ss
Kremer is a graduate of k
Michigan Conservatory of Music al
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voiew
and piano. Miss Stillborn !s a rect-o- t
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils iu drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
S:30 to 12,
to 4;0.

ALBUOUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Comfort and Qualities
and they are our first thoughts In designing our shoes, no matter how

f

the price or

low

we have here

how dainty

at the present

the design.
1

m

?

that are

t;om

,,...

made.

that

prove that these qualities need not

be costly, nor need they be absent
Rtyllsh shoes

And the stocks of shoes

tho

smartest and most

...

.....

$2.50 to $4.00

Ladies' Dress Shoes

Ladies' Street Shoes

... .$1.65

to $3.50
.$1.25 to $2.00

Ladies' House Shoes
Men's

Dress Shoes

... .$3.00 to $4.00

Men's Heavy Shoes ....$2.00 to $3.00
'

Shoes for Boys and Girls $1.25 to $2.25

00055555sOO0
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GOODS.

IN CANNED

IOOAI AM)

I

PliKSONA

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits,
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as it Is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.

t

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.'

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Rain and colder toniSht. Tuesday,
clearing and colder.

are;
You've got to keep on talking.
Ono Inch won't make, you very tall,
You've pot to keep on growing;
Ono little ad won't do it all,
You've got to keep 'em going.
Attend the fair meeting upstairs,
over Zieger's cafe tonight at 8 o'clock.
A light snow covered the topmost
peaks of the SanJia mountains this
morning.
George Arnot, of the Gross-Kellcompany, Is now In the Kstancla country buying wool.
Rtiss Kistlcr, ono of the bright
lights on the Optic, was here yesterday from I.bs Vegas. He returned
north last night.
M. K. McMillan, of Socorro, passed
through the city this morning, en
route to I. as Vegas, where he was
called on business.
Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld has returned
from an extended visit to her daughter. Miss Reina, who Is attending
school at Chicago.
Governor Otero, who has been east
on a pleasure trip, Is scheduled
to
return to the territorial capital Wednesday of this week.
C. B. Ellis and wife, of Corydon,
Ind., arrived Saturday night to spend
the winter in the climate that makes
New Mexico famous.
Charles E. Ross, of Santa Fe, assistant traveling territorial auditor,
spent the day In Albuquerque attending to official business.
A. Darmann, superintendent
of the
water system on the Santa Fe coast
lines, was in the city today from his
headquarters at Los Angeles.
J. H. ORtelly and W. S. Dowen,
both life insurance agents, but soliciting for two different companies,
did the towns of western Arizona last
week.
One of the most important meetings of the year will be held tonight
upstairs,
over Zelger's cafe, a he
meeting will be called to order at 8
o'clock.
There will be a meeting of the
Woman's Relief Corps at Red Mens'
hall on Gold avenue tomorrow afternoon at 2:20 o'clock. I!y order of the
president.
Superintendent John W. Sullivan,
of the coal mines of the New Mexico
Fuel & Iron company at Hagan, spent
yesterday In the city and returned to
Hagan this morning.
James Brldgewort'n, the bricklayer,
returned to the city this morning
from Belen, where Tie has been attending to some building contracts
he has at that point.
Colonel Max Frost, editor of the
New Mexican, and Mrs. Frost, who
have iheen east the past month, are
expected to return to Santa Fe Wednesday evening of this week.
Chief Engineer J. R. Farwell, of
Albuquerque Eastern, accomthe
panied by Mrs. Farwell, returned to
the city last night from a two week's
visit to Antelope Springs and Santa
Fe.
Colonel Charles F. Hunt, formarly
sheriff of Bernalillo county, but now
a resident of El Paso, where he Is engaged in the cattle business, was In
the city yesterday on his way to Denver.
Superintendent James K. Allen, of
the local Indian school, reports the
arrival of nine new pupils from the
Navajo IndLan reservation.
There
are now 298 pupils enrolled at the
school.
J. A. Johnson, formerly engaged In
cattle raising In the Rio Puerco valley, and at one time a resident of Albuquerque, but now residing In Idaho,
is spending a few days in the city on
a visit to old friends.
The Whitney company ha3 completed overhauling the heating apparatus
in the ElkB' theater, and it is now In
'

J

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHICKERINO
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Sash, Doors,

Lttmbei,

Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

0

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHT8 OP XMAS. I BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING
OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14
PORTRAIT WITH FVFPV
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT- NUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTnft.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST. - MOON A KELEHER. MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
Dl-VI-
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ANNOUNCEMENT

"
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DIAMONDS

WATCHES,

RAILROAD

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

,
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throe-quarter-

We are showing an extraordi-

nary handsome line of fancy
vests:
The patterns are now entirely
different from anything heretofore on display in Albuquerque.
All sizes
prices range from
$1.50 to $5.00. ,

,

SIMON STERN

The Railroad Avenue CJothier

i

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiftil Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Booms

weeks-- .

The manage lent of the American
Lumber compay has laid clown a new
rule. It Is, t'ht any one wishing to
inspect the pint of the company,
must first obta.i a pass from the gen
eral manager if the company, otherwise he will rt be admitted. This
hag been niadanecessary to avoid the
annoyance of lotherlng with linpos- Belting,
tera who hav no business at the
mills. The catl Is a neat affair, tfai
on it .is prlntl the rules that the
bearer must ibserve while visiting
the plant.
The Elks' wil hold a grand smoker
tomorrow (Tueday) night. A member of the inviutlon committee says:
"Invitations wo-- Issued for an Elks'
' 11
smoker, to be gven tomorrow, (Tuesday), night, anflsent only to members
tt
of the local locfce as enrolled In the
1 13-- 1 15-- 1
7 South First Street J
secretary's office The entertainment 8
imcommittee desins to particularly
press upon all oembers of the order
that it is an oirm house occasion ito
all Elks, and fiat visiting brothers
will be heartllf welcomed and are
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
hereby cordlallj Invited."
Notice is hereby given that I will
The Citizen "alls attention to the not be responsible for any debts conadvertisement cf the Belen Town and tracted by my husband, E. K. Norris.
Improvement canpany In its columns
MRS. E. K. NORRIS.
of today, in whrjh the company places
upon the market the lots contained in
WANT MILL WORK
YOU
WHEN
the Belen townsUe. Colonel William DON E, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
M. Berger, who is the secretary of PLANING MILL.
the company, haa been very successRev. Wilbur Fiske will sell his
ful in the build ng up of the cities
of New Mexico, he having given Las household goods, at No. 316 Iluning
Vegas. Santa F, Silver City and avenue, at private sale, Tuesday and
Deming their first start, in the sale Wednesday of this week. Goods must
of a large number of lots In these be sold by Wednesday afternoon.
cities, is connected with the company,
Pies, such as mother used to make;
and will forwari to any one desirous
to have a map of the new city, to doughnuts, to melt in your mouiJ,
and the rest of the menu to match.
gether with the prices. He is
hfi-v- M
:uao firm
booths, articles useful,
In the other
.
uj- ...v.. ...- p....... .un. .i
,mQ,- - a,, . ,
thing to intereit the public. Write
mage
z IS Weit Railroad Ave.
su.e
w
to him concerning this Helen prop- - .
nue, under the auspices of the ladies
er(..
of the Congregational church, Octo-MrW. Y. Walton on tomorrow, . bet 27 and 28.
(Tuesday) afternoon, at her pleasant
o
home, No. 623 vest Tijeras avenuo,
A fine place to while away the
will celebrate her birthday, and the hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
ladies whom she knew here twenty Railroad avenue.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
x

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

e

WHITNEY COMPANY
0MQ3 North Ffat
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AFTER

DINNER

Or between meals, any time, tn
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. 'This Is only one
of the many good things in our
stock of choice cigars. We men
tion a few others to show yon
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25o
S
High Life
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, Bo

II rilCCIDnrC TwafikSfores
"
I ,

,

"I. UU00HI1UI

107 Seulh Stcond St.
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Subscribe for the Evening Citizen
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lo get your Stove work done berore the rusn.
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AT LOWEST PRICES.

HOT BLAST HEATERS.
'

A

QUICK

.

stroke.
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wlssj

V

4.
We carry many

A
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MEAL. RANGES.
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Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Re- nd Automatic Pistols, 6tudebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse

Ytian Miiis.
iAL

"

0

Winchester

siaukett's

IQ No.
215 West Railroad Avenue
122 South Second Street
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

Maclnist Tools a specialty.

.

"

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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E. L. WAOTBURN CO.
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Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and O eat Western Heaters. The most com- plete line In the city,

io

We offer for ten days only any Suit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. vStudy the window and com
p
xp
p
pare values.
P

w

WM. MMNTOSK.

We Have a Special Scissor

Now is the Time

1

A

and

CO.
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Proprietors

-

CHAS. F. MYERS.

1

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

J. POST

17!.

J

West Gold Avenue

will be years ago, will be her Invited guests.
big play Mrs. Walton Is one of Albuquerque's

. .

j

119

OCT. 23, 1905.

there

pioneers, not In age, but work, and
house warm duns this winter.
celebrated The Citizen can only imagine that
Miss Margiir in On-nMrs. Walton and her
her 11th blithoy on Saturday after-noo- n when
lady friends get together tomorrow
with a u'v. at the home of night,
many Interesting remlnlscenses"
Mrs. F. J, ThiiMH, 111 South Edith
twenty years ago In Albuquerque,
street. Quite iimn'iT of the young of
will be talked over. The writer of
lady's friend? vre her guests
this local paragraph knew Mrs. Walthe afternoon.
'V
ton twenty years ago, and even In
Charles
mh. n engineer on the thos early days, she was as active
Santa Fe, wit a run out of Argen In affairs affecting Albuquerque, as
tine, Kan., wh arrived In the city a now, and of course The Citizen
Tow . days ego in
ctiiirco or n oil
her many future birthday anburned, left Ut night for the cast. wishes
niversaries.'
The oil burnemill be put Into serv
Emll n. SchloBB, representing Loeb,
ice on. the coir lines.
& Co., wholesalers of fruit
Flishman
One of the nf--t important meetings and produce. Los Angeles. Is in the
of the year wM;e held upsta Irs over c
, merchtIlti. Mr
Zelger s care v."
l
... iknurm.o
will bo a fair t eting, and every cash
it one of his
subscriber; creiior and all others In- twice a year and finds
markets for fancy fruits and
terested. In fturo fairs, are nrged to best
green chills put up in cans.
attend.
Let .crybody be present, peeled
Co. Is the only
Loeb. Fleishman
'
and let all aralf "out."
company In the west making a specSuperintends James Kurn, of the ialty of canning
these Mexican green
Rio Grande ill nion of the Santa K, peppers.
with headnuiters at San MarctaL
Ed. Plckard. who Is a railroader y
has returned rom a trip to Topeka
where he wen to meet with the Off- profession, will probably leave UthU
Is
icials who had' he work of arranging city In a few days for El Paso.
me winter tne card, wntcn will go understood that he will go to work
on the El Paso & Souhtwestern road.
Into effect on November 12.
Much to the Inconvenience of its
In a few rtvs a sheep dipping
plant, which h been erected by tho patrons, the Albuquerque s street railof
government ai McCarty's station on way was tied up for
Jacific, will be opened an hour this afternoon by a disabled
the Santa
,
for business. The plant contains car on South Third Btreet.
K. C.
Newcomer, recently under
three largo va the largest of which
has a, caparit; of 20,000 'gallons. It sheriff of Bernalillo county, has reIs for . the us of the Acoma Indian turned from a business trip to Kansheep raisers.
sas City, Mo.
Joseph. Pa'!r, an Indian pupil from
A regular meeting of the Woodmen
the Haskelt Iillan institute at Law- Circle will be held tomorrow afternoon
rence. Kan., I at the local Indian at 2: SO o'clock at Odd Fellows' hall.
school n chaire of Superintendent
Attend the meeting this evening,
Allen.
Patina was en route to Clif upstairs over Zelger 's Cafe.
ton, Ariz., butlost his ticket, and J?
vauey was-- viaitea Dy a line
1 n
held nw.slt.ln? t.o arrival of trnnonm-- .
tation from tb Haskell authorities;! raln- - last nlgllt'
wnen he will b Bent home.
W. H. Byeri, a general merchant
of .Socorro, wai In the city this morning between trins, while en route on
a trip hlch till carry him to Denver, Salt Laki City, Portland, San
Francisco and many other cities of
the northwest .nd west.- Mr. Byerts
Is accompanied by his nieces, Misses
Nettle and Llle Byerts, also of Socorro.
K. R. Stewat, the new foreman of
the Santa Fe tore house, is now installed In hll :ew position. He was
for eleven yeas in charge of the
Santa Fe storehouse at Topeka, and
was among thi most popular railway
officials ' locate in that city. Mr.
Stewart has ilready made a great
Call
many friends anong the railroad men
and employes t the store house here,
although he ha been here but a few

il

onlv Short Order Lunch
Room in thtCitv. Fint Coifte

ETC.

MONDAY,

7

Th

Mall orders receive special attention.
AVENUE.
LEADING JEWELER

EVERITT

A pair of our neat and comfortable
house slippers will help you to enjoy
your Btays at home. We have a fine
assortment In felt and leather, black
or colored, for both men and women.
Our prices run from 5c to 12. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

MERCHANTS

hen bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We InvlU
you to co and examine the beautiful
diamond goods we are offering; also

VI

and

nW--

Inrpliii? the

old-tim- e

Ij

JUST KEEP AT IT.
One step won't take you very far,
You've gut t Keep n walking;
One word won't tell folks what you

with poojdo careful about their health,

In shoes are first consideration

good running
no difficulty
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